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MANAGING COMPLEX SOFTWARE PROJECTS 

PAWE! JANCZAREK,  JANUSZ SOSNOWSKI

Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology

In the paper we present our experience with development and maintenance of 

complex software systems.  In particular, we concentrate on monitoring related  

development, testing and debugging processes. We have analyzed the contents of 

collected reports (provided by different tools) covering many projects and defined 

several metrics and statistics helpful in managing complex projects and achieving 

high quality software. Moreover, we have identified lacking data which could im-

prove these processes. 

Keywords: Software Development and Maintenance, Testing, Project Monitoring, 

Data Analysis 

1. Introduction 

Contemporary information systems are becoming more and more complex in 

software. They are characterized by long time development involving many engi-

neers (developers, testers, debuggers, project management) followed by software 

maintenance. In big projects it is important to manage and monitor all these pro-

cesses. There are various standards and methodologies providing general rules on 

how to deal with these processes [11, 12, 17]. In particular, they underline the need 

of monitoring various aspects characterizing the progress, effectiveness and quality 

of the involved processes. For this purpose various commercial or open source 

tools have been developed to collect data on the project progress, they are useful in 

project management decisions. There are many publications devoted to specific 

problems. Most of them deal with the flow of development processes at some ab-
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stract level, e.g. workload within different development phases [13], prediction of 

reliability or other features (based on derived analytical models) [3, 5, 14, 18]. 

Having gained some experience with commercial big projects we present the 

capabilities and limitations of monitoring development and maintenance processes 

in relevance to typical data repositories (test progress, problem handling reports) 

created and managed in such projects. We give an outline of related problems con-

sidered in the literature and confront them with our experience. In general, we have 

observed abundant information in the created repositories which results from more 

complex models of development and debugging as well as from the capabilities of 

the used supporting tools (e.g. Redmine, TestLink, Mantis Bug Tracker, TRAC). 

We concentrate on monitoring the progress of testing and handling detected prob-

lems during system development and maintenance (exploitation). Having analyzed 

various collected data from real projects targeted at services in telecommunication 

domain (class of CRM systems) we propose various analyses schemes which are 

helpful in project management. They provide more accurate evaluation of problem 

handling processes, resulting in quality improvement of software projects. 

Section 2 systemizes problems of project monitoring. Section 3 presents the 

main features of available tools and related data repositories. The range and useful-

ness of data analysis are illustrated in section 4. Final conclusions are briefly summa-

rized in section 5. 

2. Project monitoring problems 

Software project development involves product specification, design, imple-

mentation and testing. The resulting software product is thereafter delivered to the 

end users or the market and then maintained. In complex projects all the related 

activities are time consuming, distributed among many actors and they have a big 

impact on product quality and its cost. Hence, an important issue is to assess these 

processes in order to identify bottlenecks (inefficiency) of the processes and intro-

duce necessary improvements or corrections. 

The assessment process needs collecting appropriate characteristic data on 

performed activities and their effectiveness. In the literature there are many studies 

related to these problems, however most of them rely on repositories storing failure 

detection times [14-16, 19]. These data are useful in so called software reliability 

growth modelling (SRGM). SRGM models are derived using recorded error detec-

tion times and they provide the capability of assessing test effectiveness and  prod-

uct reliability, e.g. the needed test time to achieve the specified reliability level, the 

number of the remaining errors [14, 18]. Some enhancements can be included to 

distinguish several failure severity levels, non-perfect corrections [10], testing ef-

fort changes [4], etc. ([15]). This is product oriented analysis. Another approach is 

targeted at assessment of development and maintenance processes. Here, we can 
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trace efficiency and work impact in different processing phases (e.g. designing, 

testing, problem analysis,  correcting, retesting,  deployment). To characterize 

these processes various indicators or measures and associated interpretation can be 

proposed in relevance to different abstraction levels, e.g. completion time of tasks, 

failure detection and correction rate, failure handling progress within different 

stages, testers effectiveness, users activities, upgrade changes, etc. The introduced 

measures can be categorized, e.g. describing customer satisfaction, development 

and maintenance costs, usage of human and technical resources, correlation with 

assumed time schedules.   

Some interesting papers based on case studies deal with cumulative flow dia-

grams (CFDs [13]). They allow to detect partially done work, bottlenecks, discon-

tinuities in workflow, excessive hand-overs, waiting and service (problem han-

dling) times, etc. The y-axis of the CFD shows the cumulative number of problems 

(tasks, requests) in relevance to time (x-axis). CFDs comprise several increasing  

line plots each corresponding to the appropriate phase. The top-line relates to the 

total number of inflow problems, the second line from the top presents the hando-

ver from the first phase to the second one, etc. For specified time moment x the 

distance between the top line and the succeeding one presents the work in progress 

(expressed in the number of problems) in phase 1, etc. CFDs illustrate flow conti-

nuity and throughput. Line flatness or low upslope as compared with an upper line 

relates to continuity problems, e.g. longer inactivity periods which may later result 

in some overload (typical for integration testing phase). The throughput problem 

arises while the handover of phase i is higher than in the phase i+1 (bottleneck 

situation of more problems flowing in than out).  

CFDs are useful in the case of a small number of phases (problem handling 

states). They are not satisfactory in the case of more states, moreover they do not 

show loopbacks, which we have identified as an non negligible effect in real pro-

jects. Hence, we have developed more sophisticated graph model PHG (problem 

handling graph) described in [7]. The nodes correspond to problem handling phases 

(states) and edges describe transitions. This graph is correlated with a data base 

describing characteristics of problems and handling times for each problem.  

To derive product or process oriented metrics we have to collect appropriate 

data during development and maintenance. This is the basis for statistical process 

control (SPC) which is helpful to optimize processes and assure high product quali-

ty [5, 13, 17]. Many software companies improve their development processes 

according to CMM, CMMI or other concepts [11, 12], however SPC approach is 

rarely applied. Quite often software development companies use various tools to 

create data repositories relevant to these processes. In practice, they comprise a lot 

of data which is neglected or not analyzed in a systematic and formalized way. On 

the other hand some important data is not collected. In the literature the infor-

mation contents was neglected and most papers used only some selected data.  
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We have analyzed various repositories related to real long time projects and 

tried to identify interesting data for management authorities. In the sequel we out-

line the capabilities of collecting such data using some popular tools. As compared 

with other approaches discussed in the literature we deal with abundance of data in 

problem report repositories and perform fine-grained analysis. 

3. Tools for collecting data 

There are many tools (commercial and free) supporting software project man-

agement. They are used in reputable or big companies and less popular in small 

software companies. These tools are targeted at different aspects, e.g. monitoring 

project progress in relevance to release deadlines, monitoring testing or problem 

handling activities. Usually, they provide a lot of data stored in some form of re-

positories, handle multiple projects simultaneously and provide rich GUI interfaces 

accessible via web browser. The structure and contents of these repositories can be 

configured. In this section we give an outline of possibilities of some popular tools 

which are used by many software development companies.  

TestLink is a tool (http://www.testlink.org) designed for test case manage-

ment. It provides a  centralized repository for managing requirements and tests for 

project/system. It supports all testing stages (requirements specification, test plan-

ning, preparation of test scenarios, test cases). It assures flexible management of   

user roles and provides reporting on test execution (including visualization of re-

ports, related metrics, statistics, graphs generation), which is useful to monitor 

progress of test cases or scenarios. It can trace the implementation of test cases for 

many environments (e.g. testing, development, production). It can cooperate (ex-

change information) with error/problem management tools (e.g. Bugzilla, JIRA, 

Mantis BT). 

TestLink  repository stores data on tester activities and roles,  test cases and 

scenarios,  test plans and assignment of test cases (time scheduling), test results, 

etc. The whole repository comprises about 60 tables, which cover all these data. 

This repository can be adapted to the requirements of the project - for example 

specific attributes. 

The main entities used by TestLink are: test case, test suit, test plan, test pro-

ject and tester (user). Test case describes a testing task using steps (actions), and 

expected results. Test cases are the building blocks of TestLink. Test suite groups 

test cases into units. It arranges test specifications into logical parts. Test plan is 

created for test cases and specifies their execution time schedule. Each test plan can 

include releases (builds), milestones, user assignments and finally test results. Test 

project consists of test specification with test cases, requirements and keywords. 

Test project is a persistent object through lifetime of the project in TestLink.   
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Each TestLink user has assigned roles, which grant available TestLink fea-

tures to this user. Tester and quality assurance (QA) leader, can create test cases, 

run those test cases, save results or adjust them (make small changes). QA leader is 

also responsible for managing the whole test project. User with this role can create 

test plans, generate test reports or adjust schedules, etc.  

Redmine is a tool (http://www.redmine.org) designed for project management. 

It comprises a centralized repository for managing requirements, version manage-

ment and time tracking of various issues. Redmine repository comprises data on 

various issues, versions, projects, user roles, etc. It can be supplemented with ex-

tension fields, attachments, communication messages, etc. The whole repository  is 

based on almost 60 tables. An important feature is the capability to extend the data 

model (overall repository model is fixed, however custom fields can be defined). 

Redmine repository is used for tracking requirements and their analysis. It is help-

ful to create work items and assign them to developers. Redmine includes tables for 

storing data changes describing related issues. This functionality is very useful for 

tracking and analyzing changes, comparison of revisions, etc. Redmine provides 

also the ability to create and store wiki pages. 

The Redmine includes different type of timelines: Gantt charts, calendar, 

roadmap, deadlines, and other features that help keeping track of what's going and 

what is the status of the project. Redmine supports task assignments, bug-tracking 

and ticketing, allowing project managers to track progress of each feature, problem 

handling, and plan resources in advance. Redmine has also functionalities for vari-

ous notifications (e.g. emails, RSS feeds) and document management. Like 

TestLink, Redmine can be configured to protect sensitive data. 

Mantis Bug Tracker is a bug tracking system (https://www.mantisbt.org) 

which can serve also as a project management tool. It supports and integrates with 

many web based version  management systems (e.g. SCM, GitHub, SourceForge), 

and admits integration of options (plug ins). Some mechanisms are available to 

visualize relations between various issues and prepare documentation (it includes 

change logs, audit trials, related to registered issues). They also provide  multi-

level access control, built-in search engines and report generation.  

In Mantis Bug Tracker we can distinguish two repositories. The first one 

comprises tables with bug data. Information on bugs can be extended with custom 

fields, notes, attachments, etc. Some tables keep information on versioning, chang-

es of data about bugs, relationships between bugs (e.g. common source of two 

bugs). The second repository relates to project configuration (including hierarchy, 

user roles, profiles and preferences). Additional technical tables relate to configura-

tion data about plugins, email and other notification data. 

 TRAC is a bug tracking system (http://trac.edgewall.org) with project man-

agement features. It allows to track changes in issue descriptions, and also can help 

creating links (and  integrate) between bugs, tasks, changes, related files. One of 
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functionalities of the TRAC is a timeline, that shows all current and past project 

events (gives an overview and tracks the project progress). TRAC provides a 

roadmap, which shows the plans ahead, lists the upcoming milestones, etc.  It in-

cludes advanced  hyperlinking options (to hyperlink information between bugs, 

revisions and wiki contents), fine-grained permissions options and customized 

reporting.  

In TRAC the progress of individual bugs, requests, and other issues, are 

tracked using unique tickets (sequential numbers). Each detected problem receives 

a ticket. All changes for bug (ticket) are recorded and they can be viewed in the 

timeline for its status changes. There is also a simple way in TRAC, to connect 

overlapping tickets (where users report the same thing). TRAC has also extensive 

searching and filtering options for tickets by version, severity, owner, project com-

ponent or priority. One of the unique things of TRAC is a timeline of each individ-

ual ticket. Project changes can be viewed in relevance to chronology of events 

(code changes highlighted). TRAC provides GUI for browsing and management 

version management tools (e.g. SVN, CVS, Git or other SCM systems). TRAC 

capabilities can also be extended with plugins. 

We had a possibility of analysing several repositories collected during devel-

opment and maintenance of some real projects. We have found that they comprise 

a lot of data and that the companies used them in a limited way. Hence, we decided 

to drill down the contents of these repositories to assess the value of the comprised 

information as well as to propose some measurement and evaluation schemes (dis-

cussed in section 4).  As compared with published results in the literature we have 

observed the possibility of more detailed and fine-grained analysis. 

4. Analyzing project repositories 

We have analyzed many repositories of real projects from two companies. 

Here, we concentrate on 13 projects within this group projects P1-P11 were man-

aged using custom tool similar to Redmine, however the history of state changes of 

problem reports have not been registered, project P12 used Mantis Bug Tracker, 

and P13 TestLink tool. In classical approaches authors use the notion of failure, 

bug or error, we have generalized this notion as problem. In particular, the regis-

tered problem after analysis may be rejected as falsely identified (e.g. due to in-

competence of tester or user) or not important. Analyzing problem handling we 

distinguish user and tester perspectives and trace related handling processes which 

in practice may involve many intermediate states starting from registration, analy-

sis, correction, validation, inclusion in the release, etc. In the literature problems 

(bugs) can be open or closed. In the analyzed projects we distinguish many reasons 

for closing problems, which better describe development and maintenance process-

es. Various statistics we have published in [6,7], in this section we give other com-

plimentary statistics and interpretations. Moreover, we identify the lacking infor-
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mation which could improve assessment of development and maintenance process-

es, the more that many tools (section 3) give such possibility, unfortunately ne-

glected in practice. 

Tools related to managing software testing (e.g. TestLink, compare section 3) 

provide the capability of tracing the progress of testing, e.g. plots of executed test 

scenarios, test cases in time in relevance to the assumed deadlines, correlation with 

system modules, correlation with testers, etc. An interesting issue is to identify the 

statistics of test distribution results. In general, we can distinguish passed (P - no 

problem identified), failed (F - incorrect behavior of the tested object) and blocked 

(B - test cannot be completed due to some problems e.g. lack of cooperating mod-

ule) tests. This is illustrated in tab. 1 for project P13. Columns show the results for 

the specified weeks. The test preliminary phase relates to weeks 1-29 and covers 

small number of executed tests due to tester learning activities. Failed and blocked 

tests result in registration of the problem and initiating its handling, which is usual-

ly handled by other tools (e.g. Mantis BT, TRAC, section 3) and is discussed later 

on. Usually, resolution of blocked tests problems is simpler than the failed ones 

(e.g. code correction needed). Having collected such statistics on testing we can get 

some hints for predicting the number of problems in function of designed test cas-

es. This prediction could be more precise if correlated with complexity of tested 

modules (e.g. lines of code, McCabe or Halstead measures [8,9]), unfortunately 

this is scarcely available information in repositories. Another issue is measuring 

engagement of testers (e.g. man hours), usually neglected in repositories.  

Table 1. Distribution of test results in time for project P13 

week 1 11 14 26 30 31 32 34 35 36 

B

F 

P 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

8 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

3 

82 

7 

9 

65 

0 

0 

6 

0 

26 

52 

45 

13 

11 

0 

3 

14 

week 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

B

F 

P 

109 

76 

220 

75 

34 

124 

69 

77 

134 

27 

47 

156 

24 

11 

97 

0 

2 

3 

0 

0 

23 

0 

0 

9 

0 

0 

15 

0 

0 

12 

Analyzing problem handling processes we use PHG graphs (section 2).  In the 

case of project P12 we had relatively rich information in the repository to trace 

problems in detail. The complete PHG graph comprised 26 states (nodes) and 280 

edges. However, many states have been visited by a small number of problems, so 

they do not describe typical situations. Hence, we have introduced the capability of 

analyzing reduced graphs e.g. taking into account a specified number of related 

problems. In fig. 1 we give such graph assuming minimum 50 problems in a node 

(it is worth noting that the total number of registered problems was about 4000). 

The edges of the graph are labeled with percent of problems transferred to another 

node. Such graph visualizes typical problem handling paths. The developed tool 
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allows us to trace also processing times in each node, dominating paths, etc. The 

nodes of the graph relate to the following states: problem registration (S4), general 

analysis (S5), request for additional information (S6), problem withdrawing (S7), 

code correction (S8),  fix prepared (S9), fix uploaded (S10), problem reopened 

(S11), transfer to test preparation (S12), technical analysis - it involves IT envi-

ronment (S13), testing (S14), testing suspended (S15), problem completed (S16), 

rejection acceptance (S20). In graph of fig. 1 we have deleted states S1-S3 of initial 

analysis. Moreover, transitions (incoming and coming out) related to nodes with 

less than 50 problems are not included.   

Figure 1. Reduced PHG graph for P12 

An interesting issue is to identify and analyze the looping in problem han-

dling, which is neglected in the literature, however it shows some problems in han-

dling processes. In project P12 we have identified 1200 loops which involved from 

2 to up 12 states. Each loop can be characterized by its structure (sequence of 

states) and saturation (number of circulating problems), for each problem we could 

also check the number of iterations in the loop. However, in most cases it is one. 

The loops with the highest saturation (shown in numbers) are as follows:  

{S5|S7|S11|S5} � 403; {S5|S6|S5} - 306; 

{S7|S11|S5|S7} � 258; {S13|S7|S11|S13} � 232; 

{S5|S8|S9|S10|S12|S14|S11|S5} � 210; 

{S14|S15|S14} � 206; {S11|S5|S7|S11} � 180; 

{S13|S6|S13} � 162; {S13|S5|S13} � 155; 

{S7|S11|S13|S7} � 134; {S14|S11|S5|S8|S9|S10|S12|S14} � 129; 

{S12|S14|S11|S5|S8|S9|S10|S12} � 111; {S6|S5|S6} � 102; 

It is worth noting that 881 loops involved only a single problem. There were 

259 loops with 2-10 problems, 17 with 11-20 problems, 24 with 21-99 problems, 
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and 13 with more than 100 problems.  In this last group the average circulation 

time was in the range 0.34-2.9 days. Minimal and maximal times were 0 and 65 

days, respectively, Relatively higher average times occurred for loops with low 

saturation.   

 Another issue is comparing development and maintenance processes over 

many projects, or program modules. We had such possibility in relevance to pro-

jects P1-P11. As compared with project P12 the number of problem states was 

lower (8 states), moreover information on state changes was not available, however 

for each problem we had its appearance and completion time stamps, problem de-

scription, completion reason, etc. Despite these limitations we could derive some 

interesting features. In particular, we have compared the number of registered 

problems by testers (T) and users (U). The ratio U/T gives some measure on 

maintenance problems in relevance to test effectiveness during development. We 

illustrate this  for selected projects (P3, P8, P10), subsequent numbers show U/T 

ratio for the specified modules (Mi) within the projects:  

• Project P3: M1 � 0.43, M2 � 0.31, M3 � 0.34, M4 � 0.06, M5 � 0.78, M6 � 0.30, 

M7 � 0.20 

• Project P8: M1 � 0.32, M2 � 0.58, M3 � 0.44, M4 � 0.18, M5 � 0.61, M6 � 0.86, 

M7 � 0.63, M8 � 0.32, M9 � 0.33, M10 � 2.23 

• Project P10: M1 � 0.15, M2 � 0.96, M3 � 0.27, M4 � 0.52, M5 � 0.86,  

M6 � 0.12, M7 � 0.33 

In the presented statistics (profiles) the modules are ordered according to de-

creasing number of problems detected by testers (modules with lower number of 

problems are not included). In most projects the registered problem reports for the 

first modules dominate from 67 to over 90%.  We do not present data for modules 

with less than 10 problems. It is worth noting that in P10 the second module (379 

registered problems by testers) generates also many problems by the users (mainte-

nance phase), the first module seems to be more reliable (689 tester problems ver-

sus 106 user problems). 

The efficiency of handling problems can be visualized in a plot of open prob-

lems (i.e. remaining unresolved) in time. This is illustrated in fig. 2 for system P3 

with time scale in months. An important issue is to correlate this plot with intro-

duced revisions, they are shown as small rectangles in the upper part of the figure. 

Unfortunately, the related code complexity was not reported.  In months 70-90 

some increase of unresolved problems is observed, this queue has been handled 

quite effectively in subsequent few months. From month 91 the system shows good 

stabilization with a negligible number of open problems.  

We can also look at the activities of testers and users in revealing problems. 

For an illustration in fig. 3 we give the distribution of problems detected by indi-
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vidual testers and users ordered in a decreasing way. It is typical that some of them 

dominate (uneven distribution). Moreover, higher number of detected problems by 

testers than users confirms good testing effectiveness. 

Figure 2. Distribution of open problems in time for project P3 

Figure 3. Distribution of revealed problems by 29 testers (black bars) and users  

(dashed bars) for project P3 

Table 2. Distribution of specific problems in projects P1-P4 

 DP NR NI RE RO 

U T U T U T U T U T 

P1 

P2 

P3 

P4 

7,0% 

1,8% 

5.5% 

14.5% 

9,8% 

8,1% 

9.8% 

9.7% 

3,3% 

2.3% 

2.4% 

6.8% 

2,6% 

1.8% 

2.4% 

2.8% 

0,0% 

0.5% 

0.1% 

0.0% 

0,6% 

0.4% 

0.5% 

0.4% 

0,3% 

0.05% 

1.2% 

0.0% 

0.2% 

0.2% 

1.7% 

0.4% 

4.5% 

27.6% 

0.1% 

10.7% 

1.0% 

8.2% 

0.7% 

4.8% 

The completed resolved problems can be categorized according to ways 

(methods) of resolving them, e.g. correction included in the deployed version, cor-

rection waiting for deployment. It is worth noting that handling of many problems 

does not involve code corrections, so their costs can be low. In particular they  

relate to: DP - disqualified problems (falsely signaled, non-existing), NR � non 

reproducible problems (cannot be invoked for the described situation), NI � related 

to not important (or not used) functionality, RE � rejected due to excessive mitiga-

tion costs, RO � rejected due to other reasons.  In tab. 2  we give their statistics  

in percent for projects P1-P4 in relevance to problems notified by users (U) and 
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tester (T). It is worth tracing the reasons of signaling DP, NR, NI and RO prob-

lems. Moreover, we have duplicated problems which need only identification and 

resolving only the representative  instantiation. In the considered projects P1-P11 

they contribute from a few up to 12 percent. 

5. Conclusion 

Having analyzed collected data in data repositories related to various projects 

(some of them are specified in [7]) we have identified that these data are helpful in 

managing and evaluating the quality of the project as well as development and 

service schemes. As compared with published reports in the literature we identify 

more useful information and propose more metrics. This allows us to identify defi-

ciencies in problem handling processes and avoid them in new projects. On the 

other hand this analysis shows some shortage of collected data which results in the 

accuracy of modelling or result interpretation. In particular, the history of problem 

state changes was available only for one project, moreover information on the size 

and complexity of modules and code corrections was not available. The presented 

methodology is quite general and can be adapted to different development and 

maintenance schemes. 

Further research is targeted at deriving characteristic features of developed 

code (e.g. various complexity measurers) and test coverage measures in order to 

include them in collected data of project repositories. This may facilitate finding 

more accurate models supporting project management.
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The growing awareness of consumer rights, the increased transparency of mar-

kets and the global character of competition have the effect of stimulating customers 

to make their purchasing decisions in an informed manner, based on analyses and 

evaluations of product/service alternatives. One of the most important decisions for 

customers is the choice of a service provider, since services � as opposed to replica-

ble products � are individualized and, in most cases, directly attached to specific re-

cipients. Since the key factor in making informed decisions is the availability of in-

formation or knowledge, companies can make good use of fast, reliable and valuable 

sources of information, such as the modern social media, and explore the new poten-

tial for company-customer interaction, with such benefits as better adjustment to 

customer needs and more accurate targeting of services on offer. Social media, when 

used in marketing communication, open up previously unattainable levels of content 

circulation, such as systems based on recommendations from friends or virtual ava-

tars. This paper addresses some of the most characteristic features of the service 

market, and offers suggestions for social media solutions that can be adopted for 

marketing communication in this particular market segment. 

Keywords: social media, marketing communication, service sector 

1. Introduction 

Market behaviours of consumers and their purchasing decisions evolve gradu-

ally with the progress in technology and civilization. The growing awareness of 

consumer rights, the increased transparency of markets and the global character of 
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competition have the effect of stimulating customers to make their purchasing de-

cisions in an informed manner, based on analyses and evaluations of prod-

uct/service alternatives. One of the most important decisions for customers is the 

choice of a service provider, since services � as opposed to replicable products � 

are individualized and, in most cases, directly attached to specific recipients. The 

key factor in making informed purchasing decisions is the availability of relevant 

information. Regardless of time constraints of the decision-making process � e.g. 

meticulous verification of offers on a desktop vs. the ad-hoc decision on the go, 

made with the help of portable telecommunication devices � the informed consum-

er needs unrestrained access to reliable and valuable sources of information. Social 

media can be a potential source of such information, offering new methods of 

company-customer interaction, with a range of benefits, such as better adjustment 

to customer needs and more accurate targeting of products and services on offer. 

The aim of the paper is to show the specificity of the services market, and a sum-

mary of the characteristics of the social media, which will form the basis for show-

ing social media as a tool suitable to a wide range of communication services mar-

ket. This article is also a prelude to a larger study on the use of social media in the 

enterprise services.  

2. Service sector companies 

Companies, defined for our purposes as isolated legal, economic and organi-

zational entities involved in business activities, can be divided into production 

companies (with manufacturing of goods as their prime source of proceeds) and 

service companies (service providers) [13]. To a certain degree of simplification, 

production companies are involved in provision of goods that fulfil certain specifi-

cations, that are relatively comparable across the segment, and distributed to end 

users via a network of resellers and intermediaries. In the above model of distribu-

tion, the end users interested in the purchase of a particular product may freely 

compare the offers of several distributors and select the one that best addresses 

their personal expectations (in terms of price, availability, order completion, loca-

tion, payment schemes, and so on). In contrast to production companies, the service 

sector enterprises operate in a somewhat different environment. According to the 

definition by Adrian Payne, service is characterized by its influence on the con-

sumer or the goods in his/her possession; and the service itself may not necessarily 

be closely related to any material goods as such [10]. This has the effect of low 

standardization of the market, since each provider may elect to offer services of 

different quality. Moreover, the service recipient (consumer) is not so much in-

volved in the selection of a service as such, but rather faced with the task of select-

ing the most suitable provider of such service [6]. From the marketing viewpoint, 
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the most interesting aspects of this process are the results that accompany the pro-

cess [11], namely: 

− services are directly attached to the consumer,  

− services are transitory (cannot be stored for future use), therefore the current 

demand and its fluctuations are directly reflected in the value of the service 

provider�s turnover, 

− services cannot be transported; consequently, the two parties of the exchange 

must meet in person: either by making the consumer visit the provider�s fa-

cilities or by obliging the provider to make their presence at the time and 

place indicated by the consumer, 

− the lack of material qualities means that the evaluation of services is a highly 

subjective task, and individual consumers may have extremely varied opin-

ions on the level of a particular service. 

Focusing on the service itself and the strong position of consumers in the course of 

service provision require a specific approach to marketing communication. Just as 

the continuous development of production processes (quality improvement, cost 

reduction) is essential for companies in the production sector, the need to provide a 

suitable level of services is of utmost importance for companies in the service sec-

tors. Service companies should also focus on the consumer as such, and promptly 

respond to his/her needs. Service providers should respond as early as the moment 

a given need arises, by providing the consumer with suitable information as re-

quired for purchasing decisions. In this sense, the marketing communication pro-

cess for service companies should take into account such aspects as: 

1. Recommendations � well before the Internet and new digital media, recom-

mendations by service recipients and providers played an important role in 

consumers� purchasing decision processes. Consumers are more inclined to 

order a service that is recommended by others, regardless of the level of per-

sonal relations with the recommending party (although the strength of rela-

tions is considerably lower if the interacting parties are not acquainted) [7]. 

Therefore, when faced with the task of selecting a service provider, consum-

ers are more inclined to focus their efforts primarily on those providers which 

are well-represented in public opinions (verification of the provider�s authen-

ticity), followed by the evaluation of the opinions (evaluation systems, com-

ments, opinions of other persons who have had the chance to use the service). 

2. Information on the consumer � here, the correlation is straightforward: the 

more information available on the consumer, the more adjusted services can 

be offered. Access to such information as the product-browsing history, fa-

vourite brands or personal interests helps the provider make personalized ser-

vices for specific targets (either automatic or �hand-crafted�), since they have 

the potential of making a more effective impact (in terms of finalized transac-

tions) than the general offer addressed to the whole consumer segment.  
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For example, communicating a well-timed and individualized offer of skiing 

trips in the Alps to a particular consumer group (existing or potential recipi-

ents) may prove decidedly more effective and attractive (from the consumer�s 

viewpoint) than sending the annual catalogue of travel services on offer for all 

seasons. 

3. High susceptibility to the level of services � in their search for quality ser-

vice, consumers are inclined to test the offers from alternative providers. They 

also tend to stick with a particular provider on a permanent basis when they 

find that the quality of the service is up to their preferences. Constant im-

provement of procedures and making efforts to meet consumer expectations 

offer a chance to retain present recipients and acquire new ones. However, the 

aforementioned attachment between the consumer and the service may have 

the result of forcing the consumer to change the provider if he/she finds that 

the quality of services is not up to his/her standards and preferences (which, in 

turn, may evolve over time � particularly the expectations). 

4. Post-sale servicing � customer satisfaction from the level of service provided 

may result in mere contentment, but it also has the potential to become a pow-

erful instrument for the provider to broaden the relation network. Inducing the 

consumers to express their post-sale opinions may serve as a starting point for 

new transactions and attract new customers. At the same time, those consum-

ers who use the service only sporadically or seasonally (as opposed to regular 

customers) may still be inclined to formulate their recommendations when 

properly motivated to do so. Motivational instruments may include discount 

vouchers for future services or technical support offered by the provider  

(or by the social network associated with the provider). 

3. Social media 

For our purposes, the term �social media� refers to online communities offer-

ing public or semi-public profiles within a limited virtual space or/and formal user 

groups interacting via digital media and dedicated social media networking sys-

tems. Among other things, these systems offer a range of analytical instruments to 

track the user connections with other members of the community, and to track the 

connections of other users linked to them within the system. The character, the 

forms, and the settings of such connections vary by system [2]. 

The precursor of social media in its present form is the Web 2.0 concept, in-

corporating a range of new functionalities and improvements. This phenomenon 

resulted in a dynamic expansion of quality content across the Web. In time, the 

term Web 2.0 was associated with the new generation of Internet connectivity, with 

bi-directional flow of interaction (as opposed to the unidirectional nature of com-
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munication in the traditional Web. The key factor in this concept is the user and the 

evolution of his/her role: from a reader and passive recipient of content to a co-

author and active creator of content. The Web 2.0 concept has changed the form of 

Internet connectivity for good [1]. 

To provide a better overview of the specific features and types of social me-

dia, let us take a closer look at a topology of social media services (Tab. 1). 

Table 1. The topology of social media 

Form of service Role, examples 

User profiling Users may create their personal profiles to help them access and 

maintain contact with other users or services. Examples include 

Facebook, Google+ and Nk.pl. 

Micro-blogging  Designed to facilitate information exchange between users 

through short text messages (up to 140 octets) and links to other 

content. The most popular service at present is the Twitter. 

Professional media Online communities of professionals, designed to form and main-

tain business contacts. Examples include LinkedIn and Gold-

enLine. 

User portals Portal members may exchange interesting content found else-

where on the Web (examples: Digg.com, Wykop.pl). 

Citizen journalism Social media portals for user publications on a wide range of 

subjects, devoid of formal editorship supervision (e.g. Wiado-

mosci24.pl). 

Blogs Personal websites for informal and conversational presentation of 

the user�s views, similar in form to traditional journals. 

Opinion and rec-

ommendation sites 

Designed to collect and exchange user opinions on various prod-

ucts and providers, e.g. Opineo.pl. 

e-commerce Designed to facilitate the exchange of products and services be-

tween users based on mechanisms typical for social media ser-

vices (e.g. Allegro.pl, ebay.com). 

Source: own research based on: Bonek T., Smaga M., Biznes na Facebooku i nie tylko, 

Oficyna a Wolters Kluwer business, Warsaw 2013 

To illustrate the extent of social media use, it may be useful to track populari-

ty reports of individual sites offering social interaction in Polish webspace.  

The most popular social media sites include: Google, facebook.com, youtube.com, 

ONET � RASP and Allegro � GG. On average, those sites cater for more than 70% 

of Internet users in Poland [8]. 

Based on the above topology of social media and detailed reports on the popu-

larity of individual sites in Poland, one may conclude that social media solutions 

not only exist and are easily accessible, but also that they offer the potential to 

reach the marked majority of the digitally literate population in the country. 
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 One of the indicators showing the development and growing phenomenon 

of social media is the indicator of penetration (a number of users using social me-

dia in relation to the total population). Figure 1 shows the penetration of social 

media in the selected countries of the world, the results are based on a survey of 

Internet users in the each country. 

Figure 1. Social media penetration by country [15] 

The results show a high degree of penetration in developed countries (reach-

ing up to 82%). Poland with a penetration value of 56% reaches about 17 percent-

age points higher than the weighted average of the study population. 

4. Selected aspects of social media communication  

For our purposes, communication may be defined as a  process of information 

exchange between the participating parties. However, it must be noted that the term 

itself refers to a much wider range of behaviours, and comprises a broad set of 

expressions, both verbal and non-verbal. Communication can also be defined as a 

flow of information from a sender to any recipients capable of decoding the mes-

sage contained in the content being exchanged. In other words, communication can 

be interpreted as a series of notifications or messages. And based on the term�s 

etymology, communication is just another term for conversation [4]. 

The etymology of the term �to communicate� is derived from Latin �com-

munico�, with the literal meaning of �making something common�, �connecting 

with others� or �conferring with others�, and from Latin �communio� (literally: 

communion, the feeling of being with touch with others. With propagation of mod-
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ern languages, the term �communication� has slowly evolved to represent the 

transmission of messages. Research on communication offers multiple definitions 

of the process. The common denominator of these definitions is the act of interac-

tion (mutual exchange) between the communicating parties [4]. Defining the indi-

vidual aspects of communication and social media allows for precise analysis of 

the most important elements of this process, as it applies to the social media envi-

ronment. 

The first aspect under study is the process of social recommendations. While 

browsing for products and services on the Web, consumers typically look for opin-

ions from peers and friends to help them evaluate the prospective purchase. Social 

media sites respond to this need by offering social recommendations displayed on 

the margins of the product/service page being viewed. For example, when brows-

ing the online resources for a good hotel nearby, potential consumers may also get 

personal opinions from other customers, often with precise user profile information 

and photos. Such recommendations may be included natively, as an integral part of 

the social network functionality, or come from external sources, via various social 

media plug-ins or widgets. In this way, consumers may offer their recommenda-

tions in a number of ways and evoke different impressions, depending on the type 

and functionality of the social media service being used: 

− hotel recommendations offered via Google+ will be visible both on the hotel�s 

Google+ profile and � via widgets (dedicated modules offering the functional-

ity of another site or parts thereof) � in the recommendation module of the 

Google Maps service; they will also be displayed on the list of browse results 

in Google.com; 

− hotel recommendations offered as part of the TripAdviso social network for 

travellers and tourists may be displayed in dedicated booking sites (such as 

esky.pl or trivago.pl), and in the relevant mobile apps (such as the City 

Guides Catalog). 

Another interesting aspect of social communication media is the so-called social 

login (or social sign-in). This mechanism allows consumers to log in to various 

sites without going through a time consuming user registration process, with the 

help of a dedicated plug-in that uses the existing social media account login details. 

This solution eliminates the need of keeping stock of multiple accounts for differ-

ent sites by offering a single sign-on (much as a single key that opens multiple 

doors). For example, by having a Facebook account, users may use it to access 

other social media sites, such as endomondo.com, runkeeper.com and pinter-

est.com. By using this functionality, consumers may place automatic Facebook 

posts detailing their activities on the associated sites. Although the mechanism was 

intended to help users manage their log-in details, it may offer huge advantage for 

external service providers � by offering social login functionality with their mar-

keting communication endeavours, they can access a wealth of relevant and valua-
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ble information on their consumers. The range of information being passed in this 

manner is precisely defined, and the provider�s policy of privacy must be agreed 

upon by the consumers willing to use this function. This solution helps the provider 

access detailed information on consumers� lists of contacts, favourite brands and 

products, personal interests and any other details shared on their profiles. These are 

passed by the social media site in accordance with the pending privacy policies.  

Another notable aspect of social media communication is the so-called social 

scoring. Using this method has the potential of radically changing the provider-

customer relations. To illustrate the use of information stored on social media pro-

files for the purpose of marketing communication, let us consider the strategy of 

SMART bank. In this case, the original idea was to facilitate the procedures  

involved in applications for consumer loans. To make use of this solution, custom-

ers need to register to the bank�s online site by means of their social networking 

login (e.g. Facebook or LinkedIn) and give their consent for the bank to access 

some of the specific personal information stored with their personal profiles. In this 

way, the bank may retrieve certain information (birth date, e-mail address, phone 

number, employment details) and use it to fill the associated positions on the digital 

credit application form. Data is entered automatically. Access to customer details 

offers the bank a chance to verify the application and to streamline the customer 

service procedures [3, 9, 14]. 

The last aspect to be covered in this context is the post-sale servicing. A pro-

fessional approach to consumer servicing increases the potential for customer re-

tention. Modern online stores are no longer interested in fast, one-time transactions 

� they recognize the need to retain customers in a long-time perspective. Other 

benefits aside, this is a purely economic decision, since the acquisition of new cus-

tomers is typically more costly than the retention of the existing ones. It is the pro-

vider�s task to ensure that their customers return to the company website. The pro-

vider is the sole party responsible for shaping the company image and brand image 

in such a way so that consumers are more inclined to become loyal and regular 

customers. Users are interested not only in the act of purchase of a particular prod-

uct or service, but also in post-sale servicing. Post-sale servicing in this context 

refers to a range of activities that offer the company a better contact with their cus-

tomers, such as [5, 12]: 

− informing on any changes in the status of orders made, 

− automatic confirmation of orders placed in the system and approved for reali-

zation, 

− confirmation of payments received, 

− product availability, 

− confirmation of order dispatch, 

− facilitation of product return procedures, 

− post-sale support. 
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The post-sale servicing is an extremely important aspect, since social media 

recommendations from past customers may greatly increase the chance to acquire 

new customers or close new transactions. The use of social media in post-sale ser-

vices, in this context, is beneficial to customers, since � by selecting the range of 

applicable social media services � the provider enters an area favoured by the con-

sumer, thus extending the effort to respond to the customer needs. The social media 

environment is an expression of the consumer�s volitional choices, personal prefer-

ences and convenience (i.e. visited at convenient times). By offering good quality 

of marketing communication in the post-sale servicing period, the provider may 

build durable relations with existing customers and increase the chance of acquir-

ing new customers. 

5. Conclusions 

By combining the specific aspects of service sector activities with social me-

dia opportunities and practical solutions, modern marketing teams gain access to a 

wealth of instruments for effective communication with their target segment. 

Through the use of online social networks and relation networks, the service sector 

companies can make creative relational links between the existing and the prospec-

tive customers, by elevating the former to the status of brand ambassadors actively 

involved in recommending the company and its services to others. New possibili-

ties, such as the social login, open up new paths in the task of shaping the adjusted 

and personalized offers for specific target segments, while the constant market 

contact and feedback have the potential of improving the quality of services ren-

dered. However, it must be remembered that dissatisfied customers are also free to 

pass on their opinions to others, and their negative opinions may strongly affect the 

market position of the provider, or even make the existing customers more inclined 

to seek the services elsewhere.  

It should also be noted that the specificity of the services market correlates 

well with the possibilities offered by social media, but the complexity of the phe-

nomenon (social recommendations, a number of factors that can authenticate the 

service provider, social tools that allows to increase the coverage etc.) requires 

further research to examine the impact of social media on the services market. 

The economic aspect of this synergy is reflected primarily in the financial re-

sults of companies that choose to incorporate social media in their marketing strat-

egies � from cost reduction obtained through precise targeting of service recipients 

to the overall increase of sales volumes. 
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Paper presents selected management information systems in the railway 

industry companies arising from the transformation of the Polish State Rail-

ways into PKP Group. Hardware and software solutions used by this systems 

and benefits of implement them are also pointed out. Takes into account the 

areas of financial management as well as the areas of operational manage-

ment, specific for their activities. These issues are presented in the context of 

technology and economy. It has been proved that the organizational solu-

tions imply the impossibility of efficient use of resources allocated to infor-

mation systems due to consummate the benefits of consolidation, virtualiza-

tion and cloud computing is impossible.  

Keywords: managing systems, railway industry, consolidation, virtualization, cloud 

computing. 

1. Introduction 

IT is a very important part of modern enterprise and its quality and Total Cost 

of Ownership (TCO) may determine a competitive advantage in the market. IT 

solutions are particularly significant in companies on the railway market like PKP 

Group companies. Modern IT has a number of solutions that increase productivity 

and significantly lowering TCO, which is the sum of capital and operating costs. 
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Currently the leading role is played by systems operating in the cloud environment 

with the ability to provide both highest availability and highest performance for the 

various applications while reducing costs thanks to consolidation, virtualization, 

automation of service delivery and management. Cost savings are also result of 

economy of scale - the provisioning of a large number of services to many different 

entities.��

The aim of this paper is to present new technical solutions in information sys-

tems management implemented in PKP Group companies and to assess the validity 

of the costs from the perspective of entire Group rather than a single company. The 

paper presents the most important new technical solutions applied in the last three 

years in major PKP Group companies. In second chapter author indicates literature 

where information about the initial situation of companies after the creation of the 

PKP Group can be found. Third chapter presents selected systems as the most in-

teresting in terms of technological, functional and likely to have the greatest rele-

vance for entities which implement these solutions. Author has selected solutions: 

HP Cloud Matrix in PKP Informatyka, SAP HANA in PKP PLK, Corporate Data 

Warehouse in PKP Cargo and Oracle eBS ERP system, Data Warehouse, Oracle 

Business Intelligence and Oracle Hyperion in PKP Intercity. Author appreciates the 

quality, modernity, efficiency and reliability of the solutions used in various com-

panies. In chapter five, author quoted a 10 Laws of cloudonomics formulated by J. 

Weinman, vice-president of AT&T. Author also pointed out that the group compa-

nies, though some of them rightly take great selection of technology solutions, 

waste their money on IT, as a set of uniform solutions for the corresponding bene-

fits could be realized with the use of smaller investment funds and other resources. 

In summary, author tries to show the way for the integration of IT systems in the 

hybrid or public cloud, by contracting the operation and maintenance to specialized 

IT provider, which would be required (and would be able to) to meet all the re-

quirements of PKP Group companies. Author explains why it is not valid economic 

strategy to use many diverse solutions without a common IT strategy, under which 

it would be possible to consolidate systems within the selected technologies and to 

obtain the benefits of successively implemented: consolidation, virtualization, au-

tomation and optimization of systems and business processes, leading to processing 

in the cloud model - Cloud Computing (CC). 

2. Information Management Systems in PKP Group Companies in the First 

Years of their Business  

January 1, 2001 pursuant to the Act of 8 September 2000 on commercializa-

tion, restructuring and privatization of the state enterprise PKP (Polskie Koleje 

Pa�stwowe) national railway company was converted into a joint stock company. 

October 1, 2001 it was divided into a number of companies. This law was inspired 
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by Council Directive of 29 July 1991 on the development of the Community's rail-

ways (91/440/EEC) requiring the separation of passenger transport role, freight 

transport role and rail infrastructure management role. The following entities were 

created: 

• PKP SA � ownership supervision (coordinates the activities of other compa-

nies, sets goals and is responsible for privatization,), property management, 

• PKP PLK (Polish Railway Lines) - the infrastructure manager,  

• PKP Cargo  - the main freight carrier and logistics operator,  

• PKP Intercity - nationwide qualified and interregional passenger carrier,  

• PKP Przewozy Regionalne (PKP Regional Services) -  passenger carrier, re-

gional and inter-regional trains. Separated from the PKP Group in 2008. 

Smaller entities were founded as well: passenger carriers (WKD, SKM), and 

freight carrier (LHS) which benefited from a dedicated infrastructure. In addition, 

several infrastructure companies like PKP Energetyka (energy and electricity), 

Telekomunikacja Kolejowa (Communication and railway traffic control) and PKP 

Informatyka (IT). PKP Informatyka took over the information technology services 

for the companies, but without a monopoly position.

Information systems in PKP Group were mostly distributed in both the gen-

eral management field and in operational management field (core business). Dis-

persal and diversification were common problem due to the technical and organiza-

tional reasons. Most of that systems were obsolete.

Issues of management information systems in the first decade of the opera-

tions of the PKP Group author presented in [1]. Selected systems  supporting logis-

tics in certain companies of PKP Group (PKP Cargo, PKP PLK) are also described 

in [2]. Information contained therein relate to a randomly selected systems and 

probably derived from literature research only. It is correct that the Aviator system 

was awarded, but it never passed beyond the pilot phase. Project S!AWMIK de-

veloped in 2009-2010, which was to include some Aviator�s functionalities, was 

abandoned after the analysis stage. Some of the functionalities of these systems are   

implemented within the project EKL (Electronic Logistics Book). In the report of 

the Railway Business Forum "Polish Railway Problems in the Area of Information 

Technology" [3] describes a number of systems. The report includes some errors 

and shortcomings. Because it�s comprehensive approach and a wide range of data  

it is important source of information about the state of the IT systems in companies 

of the PKP Group at the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century.  It is 

important that most of the proposals contained in that report are still current. Also 

situation with the lack of strategy in the IT area has not improved. 
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3. New IT Solutions for Management Information Systems of PKP Group 

Companies

This chapter presents new technological solutions which has been introduced 

recently in selected PKP Group companies. These systems were introduced both 

for applications previously used, as well as for new ordered to be developed on the 

basis of universal solutions. The following significant new solutions of companies 

PKP Informatyka, PKP PLK, PKP Cargo and PKP Intercity were presented: 

• comprehensive, versatile software and hardware solution for cloud computing 

service provisioning - HP Cloud Matrix in PKP Informatyka, 

• specialized appliance (hardware and software solution) for decision support 

applications - SAP HANA in PKP PLK, 

• specialize appliances (hardware-software solutions) for databases, OLTP, 

OLAP and BI systems - Oracle Exadata and Oracle Exalytics in PKP Cargo, 

• virtualized hardware and software environment for ERP, BI and Hyperion  

applications using: Sparc T4 and SunFire 4170 servers,  Solaris and  Linux op-

erating systems in PKP Intercity. 

Each of these solutions was the leading solution in its category. Due to their 

diversity, existence of  IT strategy in PKP Group can be doubted. 

3.1. PKP Informatyka � cloud computing technology 

VMware ESX hypervisor began IT revolution. The solution is allowed to run 

multiple independent operation system environments on a single physical server. 

Virtualization solutions are known for over 50 years and have been used e.g. in 

IBM mainframes. An increase of performance by commonly used x86 computers 

and dissemination of intelligent storage arrays have caused widespread use of such 

solutions in IT of most companies. Initially, virtualization was used only for test 

and development systems, where there  was always a need to have multiple envi-

ronments with the low performance requirements. Later with the development of 

virtualization techniques and products, it was obvious that use of these solutions 

allows for significant savings in IT infrastructure, data center costs (area, energy, 

effort), not only for test, development and training systems but also for production 

systems including database systems, which due to the intensive use of disk I/O 

subsystems considered difficult to virtualization. 

PKP Informatyka have used virtualization since 2001 using VMware and oth-

er vendors� products. Since 2009 the company makes extensive use of these solu-

tions for their own use and to provide services to its customers. With the consolida-

tion of data processing systems, virtualization of storage and operational systems, 

tasks and services provisioning automation, advanced admin tools to manage the 

hardware and software environment became possible service by providing system 
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environments, databases, applications and other on-demand services in the cloud. 

In 2012 PKP implemented system called HP Matrix Cloud. Dual-processor HP 

BL460c G7 servers and vConnect network switches (LAN&SAN) were installed in 

the HP c7000 enclosure with hypervisor VMware ESX, operating systems MS 

Windows Server 2008 DC and RH Enterprise Linux. Disk subsystem was provided 

by the extension of the HP EVA (Enterprise Virtual Array) 8400 disk array. The 

whole solution was managed by HP Insight Dynamics software, which gave the 

system the functionality of cloud computing (CC). In this way the cloud was built 

to provide internal services within the company and was to be widely used and 

developed in order to provide CC services  for customers � companies of PKP 

Group. Within a few months the number of concurrently running virtual environ-

ments on this infrastructure has exceeded 100. The creation and providing to the 

customer operation system environments running Windows or Linux lasted for tens 

of minutes of notification. Unfortunately, the new board, who led the company in 

2012-2014 at the end of 2012 decided not to promote the CC services for external 

clients. Currently, only virtualized with VMware ESX blade servers are used for 

the services provisioning. Advanced software providing functionality of cloud 

computing (HP Insight Dynamics) is not used, and trained staff performs other 

administrative and design tasks in different organizational units. 

3.2. PKP PLK - implementation of SAP HANA 

The PKP PLK operated since 2007 as one of the largest SAP ERP and SAP 

BW environments in Poland. Specific requirements in this environment have oc-

curred, in a finance controlling at SAP BW. Despite the use of efficient HP Server 

8640 and efficient HP EVA 8100 disk array and the distribution of logical disk 

volumes on a large number of physical devices, duration of the monthly billings for 

the entire company was unsatisfactorily long, reaching up to several hours. This 

time had an upward trend with increasing data size and functionality of the system. 

Therefore, in 2013 it was decided to migrate the system SAP Business Warehouse 

on a new hardware platform. SAP HANA platform has been chosen. SAP HANA 

is specialized data processing appliance characterized in that all the processed data 

is stored in the operating memory (RAM). This allows much faster data access. 

Implementation of SAP HANA, which were implemented in 2014 shorten the 

duration of monthly controlling operations of the company PKP PLK from tens of 

hours to dozens of minutes. Also, the implementation of other operations in a data 

warehouse system was dramatically shortened (30 to 50 times). This is an example 

of how the use of appropriate new technology allows for significant improvement 

in processing performance and quality of service. SAP HANA platform not only 

increased the computing performance of analysis for SAP BW, as well as improved 

use of work time, allowing employees to better meet the information needs, faster 

providing detailed analysis, allowing accurately plan and control business process-
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es. Ultimately use of SAP HANA allows better utilization of the potential of im-

plemented SAP solutions. Implementation of SAP HANA was part of a larger pro-

ject whose aim was to consolidate and replacement of IT infrastructure for all busi-

ness applications in the company. The increase in the amount of data PKP PLK 

needed to manage business processes and investment processes required to consol-

idate and optimize IT infrastructure in order to reduce operational costs and in-

crease of system performance. After the implementation of SAP HANA better 

utilization of SAP transactional applications is possible. Conducting of more com-

plex analyzes, and quickly generated reports are also possible.  

The investment was carried out after the depreciation of existing hardware, in 

the period when modernization of equipment was planned. PKP PLK, along with 

the modernization took over the equipment and administration tasks from PKP 

Informatyka. 

3.3. PKP Cargo - Exadata and Exalytics with Oracle Business Intelligence 

In the last few years PKP Cargo the number of significant projects related to 

new hardware and software solutions were deployed. One of the most important is 

Corporate Data Warehouse using specialized equipment Exadata and Exalytics. 

From 2013 PKP Cargo with support of PKP Informatyka and Oracle imple-

ments a project of the Corporate Data Warehouse based on Oracle Business Intelli-

gence and Oracle Database. The software is installed on a specialized hardware 

optimized specifically for these products Oracle Exalytics and Oracle Exadata. 

Exalytics, is a system optimized for decision support applications: data warehouse 

and business intelligence, in particular for Oracle Business Intelligence. Exalytics 

processes the data in memory. Exadata is a special machine (appliance) designed 

for Oracle Database with Real Application Clusters and Active Data Guard op-

tions, with a special smart disk system (storage servers) running on Oracle Auto-

matic Storage Management. It is optimized for OLTP and data warehouse and it 

allows simultaneous processing both of these types of databases. Performance of 

Exadata is not available while using other equipment. Additionally, the system will 

use replication Golden Gate tool and Oracle Data Integrator as the integration plat-

form. The scope of the data warehouse will cover all activities of PKP Cargo: 

freight trade services, operations and maintenance of rolling stock, finance, human 

resources, materials management, purchasing and management support. The data 

sources will be company transaction systems including: SWHOPT, SANKO - sys-

tem based on IBM Maximo solution, SAP ERP, Logistics Electronic Book. The 

aim of implementation of data warehouse is to support the efficiency and competi-

tiveness of the company by optimizing business processes, improving the quality of 

services and better control of the results. 

Although the Corporate Data Warehouse in Oracle technologies and system 

SANKO in IBM technologies are implemented by PKP Informatyka, IT infrastruc-
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ture will be located at PKP Cargo and PKP Cargo will administer and operate of 

these systems itself. Moreover, the exploitation of the old management systems 

implemented as project OMIS administered by PKP Informatyka is to be trans-

ferred to PKP Cargo on Exadata machine. Transfer will be possible after the ad-

justment and test applications on the version of Oracle Database 11g or 12c. 

3.4. PKP Intercity � virtual Solaris and Linux environments  

for management systems 

After 5 years of Oracle eBS implementation and organizational changes in 

PKP Intercity Oracle eBS system operated on Sun M4000 servers became inade-

quate in terms of functionality, performance and technology. After the reorganiza-

tion, PKP Intercity was one of the largest operators in the passenger transport sec-

tor. Therefore, in 2012 INTER12 project was started to implement a new versions 

of Oracle EBS, Oracle Business Intelligence and to implement Oracle Hyperion. 

The new infrastructure was purchased. Solution architecture consists of 4-processor 

high-performance Sparc T4-4 servers and three dual-processor SunFire X4170 

servers and StorageTek 2540 M2 array. Applications were placed in the Solaris11 

and Oracle Linux virtual environments.  

According to the author, in this case it would be better to use of a single infra-

structure consisting of a 4-processor x86 servers which would provide  equal per-

formance at a significantly lower cost. It was also necessary to use a higher class 

disk array.  Used array StorageTek 2540 M2 had no possibility of extension and 

the only way to increase the capacity of the volumes is to change the drives to a 

larger capacity. This kind of change unfortunately does not improve performance.  

After the project was finished in 2014 PKP Intercity took over PKP In-

formatyka system administration. PKP Informatyka provides only the colocation of 

equipment in the server room because PKP Intercity does not have its own data 

center that meets the requirements for this type of systems. 

4. Ten Laws of Cloudonomics and economical evaluation of the technological 

and organizational changes in the IT of PKP Group companies  

Cloud Computing is not only trend but economic necessity. We are all users 

of systems in this model, as the Internet and mobile devices users. Also SMEs of-

ten are CC users, because many previously inaccessible services due to the cost 

barrier became available through cloud computing. Cheaper and more available are 

development services provided by IT companies using a shared virtualized infra-

structures in the cloud model. This happened thanks to the CC, which thanks to the 

consolidation of resources, virtualization, automation and simplification of proce-

dures, self-service and use of appropriate tools for system management and service 
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delivery.  This results in better use of hardware, software, human, energy and oth-

ers resources and gives great savings. Competition in the provision of services 

transform into lower prices, increase in the quality of services and much shorter 

time to deliver the services. CC model introduces not only the consequences of 

technology. It introduces the principle of ergonomics use of resources. It changes 

the optics of looking at the IT economy and it is now an economic necessity.  

Joe Weinman developed the following Ten Clodonomics Laws [4].  

�Cloudonomics Law #1: Utility services cost less even though they cost more.

An on-demand service provider typically charges a utility premium - a higher cost 

per unit time for a resource than if it were owned, financed or leased. However, 

although utilities cost more when they are used, they cost nothing when they are 

not. Consequently, customers save money by replacing fixed infrastructure with 

clouds when workloads are spiky, specifically when the peak-to-average ratio is 

greater than the utility premium. 

Cloudonomics Law #2: On-demand trumps forecasting. The ability to rapidly 

provision capacity means that any unexpected demand can be serviced, and the 

revenue associated with it captured. The ability to rapidly de-provision capacity 

means that companies don�t need to pay good money for non-productive assets. 

Forecasting is often wrong, especially for black swans, so the ability to react in-

stantaneously means higher revenues, and lower costs. 

Cloudonomics Law #3: The peak of the sum is never greater than the sum of 

the peaks. Enterprises deploy capacity to handle their peak demands � a tax firm 

worries about April 15th, a retailer about Black Friday, an online sports broadcaster 

about Super Sunday. Under this strategy, the total capacity deployed is the sum of 

these individual peaks. However, since clouds can reallocate resources across many 

enterprises with different peak periods, a cloud needs to deploy less capacity. 

Cloudonomics Law #4: Aggregate demand is smoother than individual. Ag-

gregating demand from multiple customers tends to smooth out variation. Specifi-

cally, the �coefficient of variation� of a sum of random variables is always less 

than or equal to that of any of the individual variables. Therefore, clouds get higher 

utilization, enabling better economics. 

Cloudonomics Law #5: Average unit costs are reduced by distributing fixed 

costs over more units of output. While large enterprises benefit from economies of 

scale, larger cloud service providers can benefit from even greater economies of 

scale, such as volume purchasing, network bandwidth, operations, administration 

and maintenance tooling. 

Cloudonomics Law #6: Superiority in numbers is the most important factor in 

the result of a combat (Clausewitz). The classic military strategist Carl von 

Clausewitz argued that, above all, numerical superiority was key to winning bat-

tles. In the cloud theater, battles are waged between botnets and DDoS defenses. A 

botnet of 100,000 servers, each with a megabit per second of uplink bandwidth, can 
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launch 100 gigabits per second of attack bandwidth. An enterprise IT shop would 

be overwhelmed by such an attack, whereas a large cloud service provider -  

especially one that is also an integrated network service provider - has the scale to 

repel it. 

Cloudonomics Law #7: Space-time is a continuum (Einstein/Minkowski). A 

real-time enterprise derives competitive advantage from responding to changing 

business conditions and opportunities faster than the competition. Often, decision-

making depends on computing, e.g., business intelligence, risk analysis, portfolio 

optimization and so forth. Assuming that the compute job is amenable to parallel 

processing, such computing tasks can often trade off space and time, for example a 

batch job may run on one server for a thousand hours, or a thousand servers for one 

hour, and a query on Google is fast because its processing is divided among nu-

merous CPUs. Since an ideal cloud provides effectively unbounded on-demand 

scalability, for the same cost, a business can accelerate its decision-making. 

Cloudonomics Law #8: Dispersion is the inverse square of latency. Reduced 

latency - the delay between making a request and getting a response - is increasing-

ly essential to delivering a range of services, among them rich Internet applications, 

online gaming, remote virtualized desktops, and interactive collaboration such as 

video conferencing. However, to cut latency in half requires not twice as many 

nodes, but four times. For example, growing from one service node to dozens can 

cut global latency (e.g., New York to Hong Kong) from 150 milliseconds to below 

20. However, shaving the next 15 milliseconds requires a thousand more nodes. 

There is thus a natural sweet spot for dispersion aimed at latency reduction, that of 

a few dozen nodes - more than an enterprise would want to deploy, especially giv-

en the lower utilization described above. 

Cloudonomics Law #9: Don�t put all your eggs in one basket. The reliability 

of a system with n redundant components, each with reliability r, is 1-(1-r)n. So if 

the reliability of a single data center is 99 percent, two data centers provide four 

nines (99.99 percent) and three data centers provide six nines (99.9999 percent). 

While no finite quantity of data centers will ever provide 100 percent reliability, we 

can come very close to an extremely high reliability architecture with only a few 

data centers. If a cloud provider wants to provide high availability services globally 

for latency-sensitive applications, there must be a few data centers in each region. 

Cloudonomics Law #10: An object at rest tends to stay at rest (Newton). A da-

ta center is a very, very large object. While theoretically, any company can site 

data centers in globally optimal locations that are located on a core network back-

bone with cheap access to power, cooling and acreage, few do. Instead, they re-

main in locations for reasons such as where the company or an acquired unit was 

founded, or where they got a good deal on distressed but conditioned space.  

A cloud service provider can locate greenfield sites optimally.� 
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Ten Laws of Cloudonomics specified above describes and regulates the basic 

principles of management of IT resources in the Clouds. The above-mentioned 

laws are fully consistent with the experiences of the author. Comparing these truths 

based on experience and common good practices with the activities in PKP Group 

it is clear that PKP Group goes in wrong direction. It should be noted that PKP 

Informatyka is not using it�s cloud infrastructure properly and other projects de-

scribed in this paper reduce the share of PKP Informatyka as a IT services provider 

for PKP Group companies in the field of: data center, system administration and 

applications maintenance. Furthermore, PKP Informatyka transferred own building 

with the largest and best equipped data center to another company. Other compa-

nies have to create or lease such centers or services. Scattered companies of PKP 

Group will not have a significant impact on service providers, and use of different 

technologies exclude full integration of services in a common infrastructure. 

The direction of IT general movement towards private cloud, hybrid or public, 

is not dictated by fashion, but tangible benefits of sequentially executed within the 

implementation process in the cloud model: consolidation, virtualization, automa-

tion, self-service, optimal management. Meanwhile, PKP does not use technology 

at the infrastructure services gives companies to self-realization, which at their best 

intentions and efforts leads to waste of resources: infrastructure, human resources, 

especially financial ones. Scattered infrastructure and reducing the role of potential 

infrastructure providers, PKP Group companies are forced to significantly increase 

the TCO of their systems both investment costs and ongoing maintenance costs. 

The Company may not benefit from economy of scale, because each of the de-

scribed solution is small compared with major players in the IT market and each 

solution requires different qualifications. High demands on reliability, safety, that 

railway IT service providers are faced would be much easier and cheaper to fulfill 

by combining efforts of companies and concentrating them at the selected vendor. 

Also, the formal and legal requirements, can easily ensure that using the services of 

a subsidiary, in which the development and quality of service can have a direct 

impact. 

The direction of IT move towards private, hybrid or public clouds, is not dic-

tated by economy. Benefits of sequentially implemented: consolidation, virtualiza-

tion, automation, self-service, optimal management are undisputed. Meanwhile, 

PKP Informatyka does not use CC technology and force other companies to self-

realization of IT services. Other companies even at their best intentions and efforts 

will be wasting IT resources, human resources and financial resources. Scattered 

infrastructure and reducing the role of potential infrastructure provider for PKP 

Group companies force significantly increase the TCO of their systems both in-

vestment costs and operational costs. The PKP Group Companies may not benefit 

from economy of scale, because each of the described solution is small compared 

with major players in the IT market, each solution requires different infrastructure, 
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software and qualifications of the personnel. High demands on reliability and safe-

ty for the IT service provider on the railway market much easier and cheaper could 

be fulfilled by combining the services for the companies and concentrating them at 

the selected providers. Also, the formal and legal requirements can be easier en-

sured using the services of a subsidiary, in which  customer can have a direct im-

pact for the development and quality of service.  

6. Summary 

Since 2012, a lot of changes occurred on the management of PKP Group 

companies.  New managers put a lot of emphasis on intensifying joint operations of 

amongst group companies in order to reduce costs by exploiting economies of 

scale. Similarly, it could be in IT area. Unification of IT systems is a difficult task 

and feasible only in the long term. It would bring many benefits in terms of re-

sources needed: office and data center space, IT infrastructure, software, services, 

employment. The use of common data centers would facilitate cooperation inside 

PKP Group. Management systems of all companies needs  modernization and inte-

gration. Many interfaces between them were built but the needs are still unmet as 

quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Some applications use SOA solutions but 

with different standards.  

Development and dissemination of virtualization techniques to maintain high 

availability and performance allows the implementation of management systems on 

the standard uniform infrastructure which is called converged infrastructure. With 

the use of possibilities offered by consolidation, virtualization, and automation is 

possible to achieve huge savings comparing to previous physical systems. A few 

years ago,  the needs for consolidation, virtualization and unification of the man-

agement systems in the PKP group companies were recognized [5,6], but these 

activities are proceeded too slowly, and now reverse trend seems to dominate. The 

use of converged infrastructure in the area of network active devices through the 

storage to servers and operating systems reduce capital and operational costs. Con-

solidation and virtualization of systems, and automation of their maintenance oper-

ations allows processing systems in the cloud environment, which gives more sub-

stantial savings by automating processes and systems management functions. It is 

also possible to consolidate IT on the selected hardware and software platform 

around such platform like Oracle Exastack (Exadata, Exalogic and Exalytics) or 

SAP HANA. It is necessary, however, that the choice of a very limited number of 

solutions spanning the entire needs. Many global corporations (eg. Hewlett-

Packard) carried out the consolidation referring giant benefits.  

The largest companies can afford private cloud implementation and it may 

yield many advantages. The implementation of one cloud instead of many, will be 

even more economical solution which directly follows from the Cloudonomics 
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Law #4. Smaller companies should use dedicated services provided by Cloud 

Computing services provider. Only one company should be such provider in the 

PKP Group. This company should be specialized as CC services provider not only 

for the group companies, but for other public and commercial entities as well. 

There are available modern information technologies prepared for safe sharing of 

resources between different customers. 

The article shows that IT of PKP Group companies couldn�t not gain a com-

petitive advantage if IT strategy will not change. The companies will continue to 

spend their IT budgets for unnecessary costs caused by a lack of standardization, 

consolidation and lesser scope of virtualization, automation and optimization of 

services and management processes. It is direct shown by most of Ten Clodonom-

ics Laws. 
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Development of information and communication technologies is caused 

by global economic changes, especially internationalization of business 

activities, shortening product life cycles, oligopolization of industries and 

concentration of capital. Automotive industry has been a precursor of modern 

technology and management strategies for many years. Market changes have 

led to the need to build new logistics systems which main element is the 

modularity of production. Communication in global supply chains is largely 

based on software that uses many communication channels. This 

phenomenon of media convergence enables efficient flow of information 

between members of the supply chain and building modified value-added 

chains, especially by using virtual teams and software agents. 

Keywords: information, communication, automotive, logistics, information 

logistics, media convergence, software agents, global virtual teams 

1. Introduction 

In the current post-industrial society, employment of persons directly 

involved in production process has been declined for the benefit of process 

automation. Knowledge-based economy develops all the time, which is an 

indicator of the Age of Knowledge, also known as the Age of Information 

[15]. Commercialization of research, which was the result of innovation 

developed thanks to two fuel crises [19], led to the creation of hundreds of 
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companies that today play a key role in the global market. Among sectors 

dominated by global corporations are those that deserve special attention due 

to their contribution to the development of management methods. These 

include automotive industry - for many years a precursor of new solutions, 

acquired by another sectors. 

Emergence of global business networks, which are the highest stage of 

evolution of network organizations [24; see Table 1], is associated with the 

relocation of existing international companies to countries with lower cost of 

production factors. Often in these countries, the economy is dominated by a 

single type of production or by one industry.  

Table 1. Characteristics of global business networks 

Attribute Description 

network architecture building complex systems by establishing links between 

entities and economies; oligopolization of global business 

space 

cooperation cooperation based on core competencies 

coopetition competitors cooperation in order to achieve the result (usually 

in the area of research and development); submission of the 

common good over own goals 

internalization building internal relationships within the corporation, the 

interplay of relationships in a dynamic environment

coherence consistency of action of organization components in order to 

realize a shared vision of development 

multiculturality 

(interculturalism) 

lack of spatial and cultural constraints in the functioning and 

development of the organization, culture diffusion and the 

development of global standards 

synergy developing greater results jointly than in the case of a separate 

activity of system components 

innovativeness development of new production methods and internal and 

external communication; creating added value through 

innovative solutions 

globality result of the rapid spread of information and a short life cycle 

of knowledge 

Source: [24] 

This leads to the formation of regional specialization and industrial 

monocultures [19] and to the disintegration of processes resulting from 

various factors, for example geographical distance, cultural differences, 

outsourcing development and other. It was necessary to create effective 

forms of communication between people, but also between intelligent IT 

systems. Business ecosystems are formed and they integrate not only the 

whole supply chains (suppliers, manufacturers and customers), but also other 

elements of the business environment � for example competitors and 

consumer organizations. These ecosystems are mainly based on integrated 
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databases and a very good internal communication technologies [18], which 

is a part of the concept of the information society [9]. With their 

development are associated the following metatrends [35, 38]:  

� progressive convergence of communication processes (market 

convergence), 

� flexibility of organizational structures as a result of changes in the flow 

of information, 

� increasing availability of information and communication technologies, 

� increasing usefulness of information. 

Development of information technologies and growing role of intangible 

resources in shaping competitive advantage of enterprises influence the 

development of flexible organizational forms based on knowledge (Table 2). 

This includes also the supply chains. Between network elements occurs 

knowledge diffusion [2], by which one can develop synergy effects which 

make up the success of the entire supply chains. Information and 

communication technologies (ICT) are expected to contribute to the 

acceleration of economic recovery and create a "sustainable digital future" 

[4]. They will be accompanied by the development of flexible manufacturing 

systems (FMS), supported by the data communication networks and 

automation of processes, which will result in an appearance of "insulated 

factories". Intellectualization of work will occur, both in order to people and 

advanced software solutions [6]. The aim of this paper is prove that 

interpersonal communication (virtual project teams) and this between 

machines (agent-based technologies) significantly contribute to the 

development of communication in global supply chains.

2. Communication in transnational corporations (TNCs) 

2.1. Communication in corporation 

Global corporation communication can be divided into: 

� interpersonal communication without the use of modern technology, 

� interpersonal communication the use of modern technology, 

� communication between objects without human intervention. 

Interpersonal communication without the use of modern technology is to 

conduct interviews by persons being in the same place at the same time. The 

use of modern technology usually bases on using telephone, computer or 

another information messenger over a geographical distance. IT systems 

used in the largest extent in this type of communication are [8]: 

� workflow systems, 

� groupware systems (np. Intranet), 
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� teleconferences, videoconferences, 

� Customer Relationship Management systems (CRM), 

Table 2. Characteristics of modern organizations 

Type of 

organization 

Characteristic 

learning 

organization 

� openness to criticism, 

� flattened organizational structure, 

� system of collective learning, 

� willingness to take risks, 

� high innovation level, 

� continuous improvement, gaining new competencies,

� involving all staff in learning processes, 

� delegation of power, 

� expanded expert knowledge, 

� management commitment, 

� exploit the potential of employees (including intellectual capital). 

intelligent 

organization 

� investing in core competencies of professionals, 

� organizational culture based on mutual respect, trust, willingness to co-

operate with other employees in various configurations, 

� IT infrastructure characterized by innovation and support of 

organizational communication within the permanent and temporary groups 

of employees, 

� collaborative organizational forms (project organization, matrix 

organization) - creating innovative ideas through the synergy of work of all 

team members (especially interdisciplinary teams), 

� full internal openness to sharing information, 

� blurred boundaries between different types of information used, but also 

technologies, tools and information distribution channels (convergence), 

� pressure on multiplication of knowledge and competences. 

fractal 

organization 

� structural similarity, 

� freedom of decision-making , 

� self-organization, 

� self-optimization, 

� system of objectives resulting from fractal targets, 

� dynamism, 

� orientation to create added value for the customer, 

� developing synergy effects through fractal interaction, 

� horizontal communication, 

� removal of space-time barriers. 

virtual 

organization 

� task nature (project nature), dynamic project groups 

� intangible nature 

� large role of planning of communication processes and implementation of 

accompanying technologies, 

� telecommuting or fieldwork (geographic dispersion of workers), 

� the use of modern communication techniques (Internet, Intranet and 

Extranet), 

� minimal possession and consumption of physical resources. 

Source: [8]. 
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� Supply Chain Management systems (SCM), 

� Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP), 

� systems based on self-steering, software agents, neural networks,  

� systems designed specially for virtual organizations (for example 

Business Intelligence), 

� corporate portals, 

� systems recognizing speech, writing, 

� other. 

Communication between objects without human intervention manifests itself 

in the autonomous action and decision-making by units programmed by 

humans. The main tool in this area are agent-based technologies. 

Communication in the organization can be divided according to 

different criteria [11], but in the context of the issues mentioned in this paper 

is divided into two main categories: internal and external communication 

[37]. The first one refers to the organization's internal stakeholders 

(employees, management, directors, shareholders), while the other - to its 

external stakeholders (local communities, government offices, local 

governments, competitors, suppliers, customers, etc.) [37].  

2.2. Communication in global automotive corporations 

Global automotive corporations are at the forefront of the world 

rankings in many categories. 3 of them are in the Global Top 100 Companies 

by market capitalization by PricewaterhouseCoopers (Toyota -21st place, 

Volkswagen AG - 53
rd

, Daimler AG - 72nd) [5]. The 33 vehicle and parts 

manufacturers are in the Forbes 500 in 2014 (ranked by revenues) [7], 

including 10 of them in the top 100. According to the current World's 

Investment Report, 11 OEM  (Original Equipment Manufacturers) are 

among the world's top 100 non-financial TNCs, ranked by foreign assets [1].  

High sensitivity of automotive sector to economic fluctuations causes a 

number of current problems and challenges facing it in the future [see Table 

3]. Car manufacturers maintain close contact with their most key suppliers. 

The classic approach for analyzing the communication between them is 

based on the study of the amount and type of communication channels and 

the frequency of sending messages between them. In turn the sociological 

approach to the problem involves the effects of a single-user communication, 

his cognition, perception and interpretation of message received [21]. 

Convergence of electronic media supports the creation of value chain in the 

automotive industry. It manifests itself in cooperation of various ICT to 

create value chain. Examples of this type of convergence are offboard 

diagnosis and surveillance of the vehicle at a distance, teleservice devices 

(phone and navigation system). The previous lack of control over goods 
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being transported caused the development of satellite communication 

systems [23], which significantly shortened the time of acquisition and 

processing of data and information in the supply chain. Converging 

processes are now further enhanced by strategic information systems (SIS), 

which largely affect developing competitive advantage and other goals of the 

organization [3, 22].  

Table 3. Characteristics of current automotive market situation, trends  

and future challenges
Current situation Trends/megatrends Main future challenges 

1) Pressure on costs 

minimizing: 

� stagnation of markets in 

the traditional sales 

segments, 

� low level of readiness for 

innovation, 

� declining profitability 

(EBIT) from 5.5% to 4%, 

2) Pressure on innovation: 

� increasing requirements 

from the legislation, 

especially in area of safety 

and environmental 

protection, 

� growing expectations of 

buyers of luxury cars, 

� increasing investment in 

product development by 

more than 5% in OEM and 

9% among suppliers. 

� rapidly changing 

technological trends, 

� increasing complexity of 

products, 

� shorter product life cycles, 

� large variety of products, 

� increased involvement of 

suppliers in product 

development, 

� reduction of the depth of 

commitment to the development 

of OEM, 

� changes in vertical integration 

of OEM 

� change of the responsibilities 

of OEM in supply chains, 

� increasing number of JIT 

system implementations, 

� outsourcing development (eg. 

final assembly) 

� reducing the number of 

suppliers cooperating directly 

with the OEM. 

� increasing complexity, 

� increasing level of 

mobility, 

� changes in retail sales, 

� conducting global 

business, 

� maintain close 

partnerships in supply 

chains. 

Source: [16, 25, 33] 

2.3. Convergence in automotive industry 

Convergence is defined as the interaction of the new elements of reality, 

in particular, pervading of the telecommunications, media and information 

technology. This is a phenomenon of assimilation of technology and 

equipment, which originally played quite different roles, and now have 

similar functions [13, 27]. Its technological dimension is mainly based on 

digital communication, that is saving particular message by a system of 0-1 

code understandable to microprocessors. Technological convergence allows 

also to receive the same message at any time and at different stationary or 

mobile devices. Therefore, not only the differences between different media 
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are blurred, but also between devices that enable reception of the message. 

Pervading different media with each other makes that the message recipient 

can receive it many times on various media platforms, which is called the 

multi-channel transmission of message [32]. Media convergence contributes 

to the creation of a "thick information universe", also called hyperspace or 

hyper-reality. 

H. Wozniak believes that convergence can be a solution to stabilize and 

develop the automotive industry in the face of cyclical economic crises 

affecting this branch [36]. This phenomenon is especially important for the 

automotive sector because it is very sensitive to demand changes, for even 

small variations on market and the effect of transferring global economic 

fluctuations on the sector is always very much exponentiated. 

In the value chain in the automotive industry, there are three forms of 

convergence: vertical, horizontal and functional [12]. Vertical convergence 

is strongly determined by the relations resulting from market position and 

bargaining power of supply chain actors. An example of vertical 

convergence in the automotive industry is the creation of R & D centers by 

suppliers (OES - Original Equipment Supplier) and manufacturers (OEM). 

Horizontal convergence involves the interaction of entities with various 

profiles, but being on the same level in the supply chain (eg. Tier One). The 

strategic focus of their cooperation are research and development activities 

and knowledge transfer. Functional convergence is the added value and 

involves the integration of technology and services controlled by the lifestyle 

and needs of individual clients. Convergence is thus an instrument through 

which on saturated and volatile markets innovative products and services are 

implemented, including logistics services, enhancing opportunities for 

development of business partners [12]. 

3. Global virtual teams 

Global virtual team is a combination of "virtual team" and "global 

team." Technical tools to support communication in global virtual teams can 

be divided into two categories: electronic tools and Web 2.0 tools such as 

Intranet. Intranet is the most commonly used tool in the Web 2.0 both the 

access to data organization and to communicate with other employees. 

Repositories of knowledge can be created in it and are often accompanied by 

discussion forums. Supplements of communication systems in corporations 

can also be educational portals. The highest value for task being realized is 

brought by interview conducted via videoconference (frequently defined as a 

live meeting). Social relations are also quickly established, and these 
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relationships based on emotions and feelings connect team members with 

each other. 

One example of work in virtual project teams was the Team-based 

European Automotive Manufacture (TEAM) program, which aimed to 

examine the role of information technology and telecommunication in 

supporting cooperative work along the supply chain in the automotive 

industry [14]. Based on customer requirements a special software was 

developed that links video conferencing, shared whiteboard, and access to 

various applications and tools, including CSCW systems (computer 

supported cooperative working systems). 40 engineers from 4 countries, 

representing OEMs and suppliers, co-operated in virtual teams. This made it 

possible to minimize the cost and reduce time-to-market for new product 

portfolio positions [14]. Reduction of time-to-market can range from 20% to 

50%, if there suitable solutions and process are implemented. This is 

conducive to enhancing cooperation in the context of the entire value chain. 

But often it is necessary to re-define the roles and responsibilities in the 

supply chain and reengineer particular business processes. 

Undoubtedly, this kind of communication in teams is complex due to 

the number of elements of the communication system and multidirectional 

relationships that exist between these elements (one-to-one, one-to-many, 

many-to-one, many to many). Communication networks constructed in this 

way require the determination of effective ways to communicate between 

nodes, both synchronous and asynchronous. They should be characterized by 

functionality and intuitiveness of interface. A major challenge in this area 

can become integration of IT systems owned by the various participants in 

the supply chain. This integration can make a lot of problems due to the 

characteristics and features of the software, as well as the ability to 

communicate with each other. 

Research conducted by A. May and C. Carter shows that by working 

together the various links of supply chains in the automotive industry by 

creating virtual project teams can achieve a great improvement in the 

performance indicators of the whole chain [14]. In solutions in the area of 

ICT, there is a lot of potential that has not yet been used. Media convergence 

in teams often bases on VoIP (voice internet protocol) combined with mobile 

telephony, which enable connection of audiovisual and data transmission in 

real time, which at the beginning of the twenty-first century has contributed 

significantly to improve the performance of companies in the automotive 

sector [31]. Today, however, these solutions are being expanded with many 

new functionalities. 
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4. Software agents 

Self-steering in logistics is mainly based on intelligent agents - IT 

software which independently control their own behavior on the basis of 

previously entered algorithms and control parameters [28]. Their work 

consists primarily of control process automation so much that the logistics 

objects take independently some of the decisions that affect them [29]. 

One of the examples of their use in the automotive industry was carried 

out ILIPT (Intelligent Logistics for Innovative Product Technologies) 

project, also known as 5-Day Car program, which aimed to design a supply 

chain so that the individual customer order was carried out within 5 days of 

receipt (order-to-delivery process). In the project were involved OEM, 

supplier (Tier One) and the European Association of Automotive Suppliers 

(CLEPA, Comité de Liaison de la Construction d'Equipements et de Pièces 

d'Automobiles). The aim of ILIPT was to create a system in 100% based on 

the Build-to-Order strategy at the same time offering a short time of 

customer waiting for a product that he has chosen. 

For this purpose actions have been taken in the following areas [10]: 

� area I: product configuration for BTO production including new 

technologies and management methods, 

� area II: new concepts of supply for flexible manufacturing systems, 

cooperation across the value chain, 

� area III: new methods and tools for BTO model applications in the 

European automotive industry. 

The production process, improved and elasticized by commonality (using the 

same components in building different products or variants of particular 

product) is associated with the concept of a product consisting of modules 

(modularity of production). One of the main elements of the project was to 

introduce innovation throughout the chain, which consists to a large extent 

on the construction of intelligent self-steering systems, advanced electronic 

solutions. Smooth flow of real-time data has been provided by the virtual 

orders base (order banks) and the self-steering systems (software agents ) to 

quickly assign the order to a specific supplier. OEM and suppliers 

cooperation process should be based primarily on data from the maximum 

and minimum production capacity, bandwitch, the conditions of a temporary 

change in of capacity (eg. the extension of the capabilities), which enables 

the automation of cooperation. 

Within the ILIPT project a simulation was carried out that used real 

business data in the area of supply. The following supply network was taken 

into account: 25 OEM - some of them implemented BTO strategy, some - 

BTS strategy (Build-to-Stock). In addition, implemented properly virtual 
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order bank handled the information flow system between OEMs and 

suppliers. Location of OEMs and suppliers was organized so that they could 

easily send various products to each other. For these data a simulation was 

performed. The results of analysis carried out within the network have 

shown that the half of orders was completed in 5 days, 97% within 6 days, 

and 100% within 8 days [20]. This was a surprising result because the best 

score in the industry at the time was 40 days. Therefore BTO strategy was 

proved to be technically feasible. 

Software agents (also known as softbots) are the main element of self-

steering systems. Their characteristics [see Table 4] enable the construction 

of intelligent, flexible [26] supply chains in the automotive industry. These 

are programs that run independently and react to changes in the environment 

in a similar way as human being [34]. Manufacturers and suppliers who were 

the main target of the project, should coordinate their production and 

delivery dates in accordance with the incoming orders of dealers or 

individual customers using the Internet and softbots. The role of the human 

in the process was mainly to negotiate contracts, change them in a case of 

new market factors appearance, and to configure the softbots. 

Table 4. Characteristics of self-steering 

Characteristic Description 

decentralization of 

decision-making 

decisions regarding to logistics objects are taken at the level of 

these objects, rather than at higher levels in the structure of the 

logistics system 

autonomy logistics objects have a certain degree of independence of the 

decision-making, can independently carry out the hierarchy of 

purposes 

purposefulness the behavior of objects is set to achieve specific objectives 

intelligence the ability to measure the statuses and their evaluation, the ability 

to operate as part of the feedback, the ability to respond to 

changes in ambient and operating conditions 

heterarchy network of elements with the same position in the structure, 

strength and power in the system components; those elements are 

aimed at achieving the same purpose or the group of purposes 

interactivity ability to interact with other similar systems 

positive emergence improvement of logistics system resistance to external 

interference; the spontaneous creation of new features, 

characteristics or structures in the system due to the compliant 

interaction between the various elements of the system and 

between the system and the environment 

synergism development of synergy effects through interaction of logistics 

objects and the emergence 

non-determinism under certain initial conditions transition to the next status can be 

achieved by a number of different ways of action 
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Agents are frequently used in the automotive industry supply chains. 

Each agent represents a specific department or position and is able to realize 

one or more functions. Often they take over price negotiations. The demand 

for production materials is negotiated by the manufacturer (OEM) with 

suppliers, they in turn are conducting negotiations with their suppliers, and 

so on throughout the whole supply chain. If the negotiations do not end up 

successfully, retrograde negotiation is conducted. In a situation where there 

are more bidders than the number of target bidders, may occur conducting 

auction with the participation of softbots. Then the control parameters are 

introduced in the form of potential production, transport, storage, financial 

issues and other. If any of the control parameters has changed, an immediate 

reconfiguration of other settings or even the entire supply chain occurs [17]. 

In each round of the negotiation the lower and upper limits of prices by both 

the supplier and the producer shall be introduced. If one round does not end 

with an agreement, the programs (softbots) move to the next round of 

negotiating with the new settings [29].  

The degree of decentralization and autonomy indicate the degree of 

self-steering [30]. The aim of logistics management should not become an 

achievement of full self-steering, but increase the current level of self-

steering to the optimum level. With its determination one should take into 

account the level of complexity of the logistics system, which consists of, 

among others, variety of products and their quantity as well as the quantity 

and diversity of the relationships in the logistics system of enterprise 

(logistics microsystem), supply chain (metasystem) and the market or 

economy (macrosystem). 

In the self-steering systems adaptive behaviors to changing operating 

conditions can be developed, so that these systems should have a certain 

level of independent changing hierarchy of objectives earlier introduced by 

the person placing the control parameters (usually the management of 

company). Agent-based technologies have become one of the components of 

modern SIS. 

5. Conclusions 

The information provided in this study indicate that the automotive 

industry is one of the fastest growing areas of the global economy. It is 

represented by the largest transnational corporations that often create new 

solutions for supply chain management. Their development is stimulated, 

among others, by the convergence processes and the use of modern ICT. 

Communication in the automotive industry supply chains consists of a 

number of solutions. To build competitive advantage, their TNCs need both 
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communication between people and between machines. The newest 

solutions, dynamically developing and contributing to right functioning of 

supply chains are virtual global teams and agent-based technologies. They 

allow eg. shortening the time-to-market, processing of orders and material 

flow between suppliers, OEM and individual clients. In the age of ubiquitous 

digitization of economic activity should be expected further development, 

which in the future may lead to subsequent innovative solutions in the field 

of ICT. 
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The paper presents selected results of research on learning design and artificial 
neural network (ANN) models paperless office as a state defined as a document re-
pository. A review of selected issues on artificial neural network, and environments 
to support their generation and learning. In particular, attention was drawn to the 
new modeling capabilities leading to obtaining neural models of electronic systems. 
Artificial neural network is designed and taught her electronic office model based on 
the size of the input 11 and 9 variables, par 72 trainees on the actual size of govern-
ment agencies for the year 2007. The model was obtained in MATLAB and Sim-
ulink and using the Neural Network Toolbox. Showing the possibilities of using the 
model to test sensitivities and simulation in Simulink. 

Keywords: e-document, the office of the state as a repository of documents docu-
ment, artificial neural networks, neural modelling, MATLAB and Simulink 

1. Introduction 

Currently, electronic documents workflow is one of the systems supporting 
management of government offices, institutions and organizations. For the reason 
of efficiency and security of documents workflow, models of e-systems are devel-
oped. Various methods of modelling, i.a. analytic modelling, identification (exper-
imental modelling) and so called neural modelling (using artificial neural network), 
lead to a model of electronic documents workflow system. 
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Neural modelling of electronic documents flow requires development of a  
model of a system, a process or a phenomenon in the process of designing and 
training an artificial neural network (ANN). Designing an ANN requires selecting 
an appropriate programming environment. At present, there are numerous neural 
modelling-oriented environments, including MATLAB and Simulink by an Ameri-
can company MathWorks [1, 3, 12, 14], used in this work to present examples. 
Other interesting environments include SAP by StatSoft, or SPHINX by a Polish 
company AITECH [11]. Each of the above mentioned environments has an appro-
priate toolbox oriented towards neural modelling and equipped with an appropriate 
GUI, e.g. MATLAB and Simulink is equipped with the Neural Network Toolbox, 
and SPHINX is equipped with Neuronix [1, 9], etc. 

The above mentioned environments differ in respect of the method of design 
and further use of the ANN as a model of the electronic documents workflow sys-
tem. If it is not possible to create an appropriate model, select appropriate parame-
ters of the ANN and learning rules as well as the required accuracy using the solu-
tions available in the GUI, in both the above mentioned programming environ-
ments,  reprogramming certain solutions, customizing the existing functions, or 
even adding one's own functions using available programming languages such as 
Matlab or Sphinx is possible [3, 9, 12, 14].  

Apart from the architecture, it is also important to choose an appropriate train-
ing method for the ANN (supervised learning, unsupervised learning, learning with 
a critic, etc.), and especially a learning rule [4-8, 10-11, 13, 15-18]. In order to 
teach the ANN the document workflow, it is required to determine whether the 
model is to be related to documents workflow as one system, or individual subsys-
tems modelled separately, in order to connect the developed neural models into one 
system, e.g. using Simulink. 

2. A system of electronic documents workflow 

After learning the models, artificial neural networks are aggregated using 
weighted adders of input signals transformed into output signals using the activa-
tion function. Measurement of signals that are characteristic for the documents 
workflow depends on the implemented system of electronic documents workflow. 
There are many programs available on the market, implemented in various offices, 
institutions or organizations, such as M-Files, SiDAS, TETA HRM or OfficeOb-
jects®Manager [1].  

These programs allow for full automation of documents workflow in the or-
ganization, i.e. collecting, storing and finding documents of any given structure. 
They enable efficient distribution and registration of electronic documents work-
flow. They may well be used in medium and large companies or government and 
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local government offices that work within the information society, and are respon-
sible for the integrated electronic workflow of documents and information.   

Documents workflow in the form of the implemented IT system in an office, 
company, organization, etc. significantly facilitates work of, i.a. a law office,  
a front office, a department (and people employed there), as well as other organiza-
tional units responsible for controlling documents workflow, so called Information 
Centres. Electronic repository (Lat. repositorium) is defined as a place of orderly 
storage of electronic documents to be made available.  

Such repositories are gradually replacing so called main or central warehouses 
as well as archives of paper documents. They are designed so as the access to all 
their resources can be equally easy. Thus, repository mainly relates to the place of 
storage, but also to uploading, storing, providing access to, or even transferring 
electronic documents. Then, electronic repository becomes a system that tends to 
replace traditional warehouses such as main, central or  temporary-storage ware-
houses, etc.  

It is worth noting that a system of documents workflow is integrated with cal-
endars and all kinds of subsystems for planning tasks in specified time. If the sys-
tem has this option, new programming possibilities open up for the user.  

3. Designing and teaching the ANN a model of a government office 

A substantial problem in modern government offices is constantly rising 
number of e-documents, which requires that they adapt to the rapidly changing 
environment. They strive at providing access to data regardless of the time and 
place of employees' location.  

Data indispensable for designing a model of the e-documents system were 
prepared based on the numerical data related to the electronic government office 
[9, 17]. It was assumed, that a system of a government office type is a subsystem of 
a government office responsible for collection of state budget income. Eleven input 
variables:  
− number of full time positions available [items],  
− number of employees [items],  
− number of IT specialists [items] ,  
− government office area [m2],  
− number of clients [items] ,  
− number of computers [items] ,  
− number of printers [items],  
− number of servers [items],  
− office income [PLN],  
− office's own income [PLN],  
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− financial means to be returned as a result of overruled decisions [PLN] (Table 1) 
and 9 output variables:  
− volume of taxes [PLN],  
− number of inspections [items],  
− number of decisions issued [items],  
− number of overruling decisions [items],  
− number of issued certificates and explanations [items],  
− number of complaints about the work of the government office [items],  
− number of post-inspection decisions [items],  
− number of identification numbers issued [items]  
(Table 2) were assumed. 
 

Table 1.  Structure of input variables for training the ANN 
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No u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 

X [items] [items] [items] [m2] [items] [items] [items] [items] [PLN] [PLN] [PLN] 

1 99 97 5 1 097.75 49 000 97 47 9 7844 0 26 296 

2 27 27 4 560.90 46 000 35 17 2 2384 0 23 

… … … … … … … … … … … … 

34 52 51 2 584.86 51 032 70 26 3 
65 
263 

5 789 8 

Source: [9] 
 

MATLAB and Simulink environment is equipped with, i.a., GUI supporting 
the design of ANNs, i.e. Neural Network Toolbox (NNT), which significantly sup-
ports the designer in designing the architecture of the ANN and training the net-
work. Additionally, it is an extensible, customizable environment. An open system 
in which to create programs using the Neural Network Toolbox facilitates analysis 
and customization of existing functions as well as adding one's own functions to 
meet the system requirements, whose model is to be developed. Modular represen-
tation of  the ANN provides extreme flexibility allowing to teach ANNs models of 
technical, economic or electronic systems. The program is intended for efficient 
training of neural networks and easy visualization of the obtained neural models. 
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In the neural model of the system of e-documents, a "Feed-Forward Back-
propagation" ANN was used. This method uses a delta rule and is used to train 
perceptron networks (multi-layer, one-directional) [6]. An ANN consists of three 
layers: input, hidden and output layer. The layers contain 11, 30 and 9 neurons, 
respectively. Neurons in the layers are equipped with the "tansig" activation func-
tion, and the function "trainlm" was used to train the ANN network, which func-
tion updates weights and biases based on the Levenberg-Marquardt Backpropaga-
tion algorithm. This algorithm is usually used for optimization of non-linear  
neurons. 
 

Table 2. Structure of output variables for training the ANN 

Source: [9] 
 

It combines two methods - the method of steepest descent and the Gauss-
Newton method [6]. In the process of training, a defined objective function is MSE 
(Mean Squared Error). 

Training the ANN was performed using a training file of numerical data as 
presented in table 1 and table 2. As a result of training the artificial neural network, 
which lasted 5 seconds, 9 epochs, etc. (Fig. 1), matrices in the form of weights 
were obtained as in Fig. 2. 

As the number of epochs increased, the above mentioned error decreased until 
the number of epochs reached 9, when it became stable and its value decreased 
much more slowly. After teaching the ANN a model of electronic documents sys-
tem, a neural model of electronic office was generated that represents a system of 
electronic documents as in Fig. 3. 
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No y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 

X [PLN] [items] [items] [items] [items] [items] [items] [items] [items] 

1 30 510 637 25 535 188 16 641 12 70 4 

2 30 510 633 16 258 126 16 641 0 70 25 

… … … … … … … … … … 

34 870 798 154 96 19 6 1 298 0 58 1 123 
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Figure 1. The graph illustrating the process of teaching the ANN the model of electronic 
documents system, Denotations:  Mean Squared Error(mse), Train - graph of training the 

ANN, Validation- graph of train data validation, Test - graph of testing the ANN,  
Best- the best expected training parameters. Source: [9] 

 

 
Figure 2. Matrix of weights of the ANN taught the neural model of the system of electronic 
documents using data obtained from such a system as a government office as an example. 

Source: [9]  

 

 
Figure 3. Neural model of electronic office as NNET. Source: [9] 

The following denotations were used: x1 – input variables, y1 – output variables, with both 
additional blocks (input and output) being selected so as to verify the correctness of the 

generated neural model 
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The generated model consists of three main blocks: "x{1}" – input data, 
"Neural Network" – a block that contains the generated neural network, "y{1}" – 
output data, i.e. the network response to the input data. In order to go deeper into 
the network structure one needs to click on the "Neural Network" block  to open a 
window with an internal structure of the network, which allows to read the weights 
of the trained network. A neural model of an electronic government office is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Figure 4. Internal structure of the ANN. Source: [9] 

 
 

The ANN consists of the following blocks: "Process Input 1" – processes per-
formed on input data, "Layer 1" – hidden layer, "Process Output 1" - processes 
performed on output data.  
  

 
Figure 5. Structure of the hidden layer, Denotations: p{1} – input value of a neuron,  
Delays 1 – delay, W{1,1} – matrix of weights of the hidden layer, b{1} – bias value,   

netsum – adding block, tansig – activation function block, a{1} – output vale of a neuron.  
Source: [9]. 

 
The most important component of the ANN model are matrices of weights, 

where knowledge about the system, i.e. the government office, is gathered.  
The layer of input vectors (Layer 1) contains neurons, which are connected to the 
inputs of the ANN. The internal structure of each layer is presented in Fig. 6.  
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Figure 6. Matrix of weights. Source: [9]. 

Weights are placed the table with one row and n-columns. Weights are arranged in the 
following way: the first element in the row is for the first input, the second one - for the 

second output, etc. 

4. Conclusions 

It is possible to teach an ANN a model of the system such as a government of-
fice, equipped with a system of electronic documents workflow.  

The ANN was taught a model of an electronic office in the MATLAB and 
Simulink environment using the NNT. Further, a model in Simulink may be con-
structed, and used to study and analyze the functioning of the ANN taught the 
model of electronic documents.  

In the practical part of the work shows the resulting model for the 11 neurons 
electronic input and four output variables using one hidden layer. Artificial neural 
network model has learned well the office for 34 pairs of trainees. Learning error 
dropped to zero after nine epochs. 
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Theory decision under uncertainty applies different methods to predict future 
events, physical measurements, which are already unknown. The paper shows one of 
the decision-making methods in conditions of severe uncertainty in application to a 
problem. Some aspects of the robustness and opportuneness functions of Info-Gap 
Theory are presented and used to evaluate the example of efficient fuel allocation.  
A general outline of decision analysis is presented, including its orientation and 
models. 

Keywords: uncertainty, info-gap model, robustness function, opportuneness function 

1. Introduction 

There are different definitions of uncertainty but the most common is that it is 
a situation where the current state of knowledge is that the order or nature of things 
is unknown, the consequences, extent, or magnitude of circumstances, conditions, 
or events are unpredictable, and credible probabilities to possible outcomes cannot 
be assigned [6]. In decision-making theory there are many problems with limited 
information or conjecture. Along with the development of science and technology, 
new methods and tools dealing with uncertainty appear. Among these methods and 
theories: fuzzy mathematics by L.A. Zadeh (1960s) [11], interval arithmetic by 
R.E. Moore (1960s) [8], grey systems theory by J. Deng (1980s) [7], rough set 
theory by Z. Pawlak (1980s) [9], uncertainty mathematics by H. Bandemer (2005) 
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[2] can be mentioned. Each of these methods has its own interpretation and 
modeling of uncertainty and they are used to different problems. It is difficult to 
compare these methods, because there is no standardized method of verification. 
Hence some scientists introduce and suggest still new approaches and methods. 
One of them is Info-Gap Theory developed by Y. Ben-Haim (2001) [3, 4]. Info-
Gap Theory is used to non-probabilistic problems where there is no information on 
probabilities and there are not any probability distributions. It concerns seeking for 
and determining optimal or possibly good problem solutions taking into account 
robustness and opportuneness models, which are in detail described in next section. 
The problem of efficient fuel allocation solved in this paper is a good example to 
show an assessment of this method applicability. 

2. Description of Info-Gap Theory  

Info-Gap Decision Theory is the quantitative assessments assist the decision 
maker to evaluate options and strategies in light of the analysis of uncertainties. 
The method is described in many papers, books and used in a range of applications 
[12]. The name of the method comes from the word info-gap. The definition of 
info-gap says that it is the disparity between what is known, and what needs to be 
known in order to make a comprehensive and reliable decision. The method 
consists of a main info-gap model of uncertainty. It is an unbounded family of 
nested sets that share a common structure. [3]. The structure of the sets in an info-
gap model depends on information about the uncertainty. In general terms, the 
structure of an info-gap model of uncertainty is chosen to define the smallest or 
strictest family of sets whose elements are consistent with the prior information. 
This model measures how distant other values of the parameter are from the 
estimate. It can be represented as follows [4]:  

0},|~:|{)~,( ≥≤−= ααα uuuuU     (1) 

where u~denotes the best estimate of an uncertain function u, while the fractional 
error from this estimate, α , is unknown. Info-Gap Theory assumes that u~

represents a poor guess at the true values of the parameters. At any level of 
uncertainty α , the set )~,( uU α  contains all functions u whose fractional deviation 
from u~  is no greater than α  [1]. The consequences of uncertainty can be both 
catastrophic failure or windfall success. Hence Ben-Haim introduced to his method 
two immunity functions: robustness and opportuneness functions. The first one 
assesses the immunity to failure, while the second one assesses the immunity of 
windfall. These functions express the basic knowledge and expectations, which a 
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decision maker brings to the decision problem. Using robustness and 
opportuneness functions the preferences on the options can be formulated.  

The robustness function can be expressed as the maximum value of the 
uncertainty parameter α  of an info-gap model [1, 3]: 

min:max{)( αα =q
)

requirements are always satisfied} 

)}~,(:{max)( 0 uUuq ααα α ∈∀= ≥
)

              (2) 

where q denotes a vector of decision variables such as choice of a model or its 
parameters. The robustness function involves maximization of the uncertainty, or 
the range of variation in a variable, parameter or model, at which decision q would 
satisfy the performance at a tolerable level [3]. The opportuneness function can be 
expressed as the lowest horizon of uncertainty that is necessary for better than 
anticipated outcomes to be possible:  

:min{)( αβ =q
)

sweeping success is possible} 

)}~,(:{min)( 0 uUuq ααβ α ∈∀= ≥

)
     (3) 

where q denotes a vector of decision variables such as choice of a model or its 

parameters. A small value of )(qβ
)

 reflects the opportune situation that great 
reward is possible even in the presence of little ambient uncertainty. If we use 
robustness and opportuneness function simultaneously and add decision maker’s 
expectations we can get possibly good solution, what is presented in next section in 
the numerical example. 

3. Numerical example 

The problem concerns the efficient fuel allocation for a rally vehicle. The car 
takes part in a multiday race and during one day it should be able to travel at least a 
distance dc. Otherwise, the driver will be disqualified from the race. If the driver 
travels a longer distance than dc, the total distance to the end will be shorter and it 
will increase his chance to win. To ensure passing the required minimum route, the 
driver must take the appropriate amount of fuel q. The distance, which a vehicle 
can travel with quantity q of fuel takes form [3]: 

21
),(

cq

q
cqd

+
=                                             (4) 

where c is a coefficient of road difficulty. 
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Figure 1. A qualitative distance depending on a fuel 

 
It seems that the greater amount of fuel q increases the chance of overcoming 

the minimum distance dc. However, if the car takes less fuel, it is lighter (smaller 
total weight), can easier overcome hills and has smaller fuel consumption. For this 
reason, too much fuel q does not guarantee to pass the minimum route dc. The 
distance is not only dependent on a fuel but on a coefficient of road difficulty as 
well. The value of this coefficient is unknown and depends on many factors as 
weather, terrain, car’s weight, etc. The only knowledge is that the more difficult 
road, the greater value of coefficient c. 
 

 
Figure 2. The distance d(q, c) with different values of coefficient c 
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Fig. 2 shows that a vehicle can sometimes travel 0.8 units of distance or 1.4 
units taking 2 units of fuel. It depends on the coefficient c. The left and right border 
of interval value of c is uncertain, so it is difficult to say in which interval [cmin, 
cmax] the value of c is contained. The lack of knowledge about value of c is an info-
gap in this problem. The question is how to estimate this coefficient to travel the 
appropriate distance.  

It is known that the driver took part in previous races twice and he defeated 
considered road once with good weather conditions having q = 2 and traveled 
distance d = 1.6667 and next time with bad weather conditions he took q = 5 and 
traveled distance d = 0.6896. On the basis of this information, c can be calculated 
by the following formula: 

2dq

dq
c

−=                                                    (5) 

Travel 1: q1 = 2 AND  d1 = 1.6667  THEN c1 = 0.05 
Travel 2: q2 = 5 AND  d2  = 0.6896  THEN c2 = 0.25 

Information c1 and c2 are the only information on the degree of coefficient c which 
we have. On this basis the estimated degree of coefficient c is calculated. 

15.0
2

~ 21 =
+

=
cc

c                                          (6) 

The estimated value of c~  is highly uncertain and based only on two experiment 
trips. The info-gap model of this problem is developed. 

0},~|~:|{)~,( ≥≤−= ααα cccccU                    (7) 

where α - is a coefficient of uncertainty of the c value. Since c~  = 0.15, a more 
concrete form of info-gap model of uncertainty can be presented: 

                                        0},15.0|15.0:|{)~,( ≥≤−= ααα cccU                            (8) 
Interpretation of  the model:  
Value |~| cc−  is an absolute error of the estimate of actual c coefficient value on 
the route during the journey. 
Record ccc ~|~| α≤− means that it is easier to make a big estimated error c~∆  when 
the value of c~  is greater. The minimal distance which has to be traveled is dc = 1.0. 
The robustness function α)  takes form: 

 }),(min:max{),( )~,( cicUcc dcqddc ≥= ∈ ααα)                  (9) 

We want to determine the amount of fuel qi, which enables car to travel at 
least a critical minimum distance )( cc ddd ≥ . Robustness α)  determines the 
maximum allowable error of estimate c~ . If the real value of the uncertainty α  
does not exceed it, the amount of fuel qi gives the possibility to travel at least dc.    
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Robustness ccqi
~:)( >α)  means that so difficult road and conditions during race 

were not suspected. 
On the basis of (7) we get: 

ccc ~~ α≤−  
ccc ~~ α+≤  
cc ~)1( α+≤  

IF cc ~)1( α+≤  THEN 2~)1(1 qc

q
d

α++
≥                   (10) 

If the real uncertainty of α  equals the uncertainty limit α)  defined as the 
robustness, then the distance d will be equal dc. 

IF )( αα )=   THEN 2~)1(1 qc

q
dd c α++

==                 (11) 

The robustness α)  where the vehicle travels at least distance dc takes form: 

1~ 2
−−=

qdc

dq

c

cα)                                                (12) 

Let consider five options of taken fuel (only full fuel tanks can be taken): 
q1 = 1 and  q2 = 2 and q3 = 3 and q4 = 4 and q5 = 5 [units]. 
For  q1 = 1 (dc = 1, c~ = 0.15): 

11~ 2
1

1
1 −=−−=

qdc

dq

c

cα)  

Negative value of robustness 0<α)  means that there is no robustness according 
Info-Gap Theory. The lowest value of fuel q where the robustness is nonnegative 
equals q = 1.5 units. 
The maximum robustness has a decision where q = 2. To understand the meaning 
of  α , we can assume that if αα )=  then cc ˆ= : 

ccc ~ˆˆ)ˆ(ˆ αα +=  

cccc ~ˆ~ˆ)ˆ(ˆ αα =−=∆                                             (13) 
 

Table 1. The values of error )ˆ(ˆ αc∆  of c~  for each robustnessα)  

i 1 2 3 4 5 

qi 1.5 2 3 4 5 

iα)  0 0.667 0.481 0.250 0.067 

)( ic α))∆  0 0.100 0.072 0.038 0.010 
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Figure 3. The robustness iα)  for i = 1-5 

 

 
Figure 4. The relationship between c

)
and fuel for robustness function 

 
Fig. 4. shows that if q = 2, the error of estimate value c~ will be 0.100 what 

represents 66.7% of  15.0~ =c  and the distance will be cdd ≥ . Other decisions 
about taking a different amount of fuel do not have such a great robustness, so they 
are more risky.  

As it was said in section two, uncertain variations may be either adverse or 
favorable. The uncertainty in this problem will be adverse if the real value of c will 
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be higher than .~c Otherwise, it will be a windfall gain, because a vehicle will travel 
further than expected and it is called opportuneness situation. 

cc ~≤  
cc ~)1(~ ≤−α  

The driver will be satisfied if he manages to overcome the distance dw = 1.4, so the 
sweeping success will be if he travels further than dw. 

wdd ≥  

The opportuneness β̂ is the least level of uncertainty α  which must be tolerated in 
order to travel a distance equals dw: 

2)ˆ1(~1 qc

q
dd w β−+

==                                         (14) 

The opportunenessβ̂  takes form: 

2~1)(ˆ
qdc

dq
q

w

w−−=β                                               (15) 

IF )ˆ( βα ≥  THEN  )( wdd ≥  

Let consider the opportuneness β̂ for each of five options of fuel q and calculate 

the error of estimation cccc ~ˆˆ~ˆ~ ∆=−=β . 
 

Table 2. The values of error c~∆̂  for each opportuneness β̂  

i 1 2 3 4 5 

qi 1.4 2 3 4 5 

iβ̂  1 0.400 0.154 0.226 0.314 

c~∆̂  0 0.100 0.072 0.038 0.010 

 
As shown the greatest opportunity to travel the distance cdd ≥  gives a 

decision about taking 3 units of fuel because it has the lowest value of 

opportuneness β̂ . In this case, if the real value of c is 15.4% lower than 15.0~ =c , 

travelling distance dw = 1.4 will be guaranteed. These all results are presented in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
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Figure 5. The opportuneness iβ̂ for i = 1−5 

 

 
Figure 6. The relationship between c

)

 and fuel for opportuneness function 
 

Fig.6. shows that the best chance of passing a long distance gives decision q = 3 
units of fuel. However, taking into account the calculation of robustnessα̂ , it 

shows that better decision is q = 2 units of fuel. The relationship )(ˆ qα  and )(ˆ qβ  is 
presented in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7. The robustness )(ˆ qα  and opportuneness )(ˆ qβ curves 

 
Fig. 7 shows that two decisions q = 2 and q = 3 compete with each other. Decision 

q = 2 has a higher robustness2α̂  but also a higher opportuneness2β̂ . The question 
is which decision is better. The answer depends on decision maker’s risk-taking 
propensity [5]. To determine the optimal decision, a criterion including risk-taking 
propensity should be developed. The proposed criterion has the following equation:  

)( iqK = robustness (1 – risk-taking propensity) – opportuneness (risk-taking 
propensity) 

)(ˆ)(ˆ)1()( iii qrqrqK βα −−=                                    (16) 
Assume that risk-taking propensity in this problem is low and it is r = 0.3, where 

:]1;0[∈r  

)(ˆ3.0)(ˆ7.0)( iii qqqK βα −=  
It means that a driver, who is a decision maker, prefers to have guarantee to travel 
the minimum required distance than to travel longer than satisfied distance dw. 
With these assumptions, we can calculate the criterion for decisions q2 = 2 and       
q3 = 3: 

052.0400.03.0667.07.0)2( =⋅−⋅=K  
043.0153.03.0400.07.0)3( =⋅−⋅=K  

As a result we get that with a low risk-taking propensity it is better to take q = 2 
units of fuel. If the risk-taking propensity would be higher, for example r = 0.6, it 
would be better to take q = 3 units of fuel and the results would be as following: 
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027.0400.06.0667.04.0)2( =⋅−⋅=K  
068.0153.06.0400.04.0)3( =⋅−⋅=K  

It shows how important risk-taking propensity of decision maker is. 

4. Conclusions 

Decision-making is a field used in all science areas. People want to understand 
and manage the gap between what they know and what they could know in order to 
make an appropriate decision. Info-Gap Theory is a method for supporting 
problems with severe uncertainty. It solves decision making problems without any 
probability distributions of uncertain variables or membership functions, which 
most of all classical decision making methods require. The paper presents the 
general outline of this method and its models. The numerical example of efficient 
fuel allocation with one uncertain variable is analyzed. The solved problem shows 
how to use robustness and opportuneness functions simultaneously and how 
important is decision maker’s risk-taking propensity to make a final decision. 
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